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THE INSTITUTE FOR LABOR STUDIES

Fcnctions of the institute

(I) To conduct an adult education program of
University grade for the worker and his Union;

(2) To complement the educational and informa-
tional opportunities of an ever-developing ur-
ban industrial society;

(3) To assist through education and studies the
development of the perspective of the worker,
and the manner in which he relates himself to
the institutional environment in which he wcrks
and lives;

(4) To establish West Virginia University as an in-
tellectual and research center on matters con-
cerned with tie problems and opportunities of
the workers in a developing society;

(5) To provide educational and research assistance
to central labor bodies.

Program:, of the Institute

( I) The Union Leadership Academy.
(2) Institutes, conferences, and such other short

courses covering educational needs not met by
long-term programming.

(3) Research projects pertaining to manpower and
1-bor problems and trends.

Organization of the Institute

The Institute for Labor Studies was established Sep-
tember 1, 1964. The present Institute superceded
the L- hor Education Service which had carried on
labor education programs in West Virginia since
1959.

For Further Information Contact;
Institute for Labor Studies

West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia 26506

Tel. 293-3323
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PREFACE
This is a revised draft of the final report of CAP b6 -9205, a

project designed to train a number of union leaders from ten Ap-
palachian States to help them become more effective leaders in the
war against poverty, and in so doing, to involve organized labor
more intensively in ;hat effort. With financial resources provided by
the United States Office of Economic Opportunity and West Vir-
ginia University's Appalachian Center, the project was carried out
by the Center's Institute for Labor Studies with the close cooperation
and solid support of the AFL-CIO Appalachian Council.

This report is an attempt to describe both the project's method-
ology and its impact. Awareness of the limited amount of dollar
resources available to the Offiice of Economic Opportunity relative
to the almost unlimited need for them resulted in uur attempt to
evaluate the project somewhat more eautious!y and conservatively
than might have been the case in other circumstances.

We have deliberately tended to rtinimize the project's success
where any doubt existed about the causes or significance of labor's
community action efforts. Whether or not we have succeeded in
accomplishing this is best determined by the reader's comparison of
the available data and our generalizations based on them.

We admit. however, that evaluation of an effort of this kind is
exceedingly difficult, especially one begun while the project was in
progress and completed shortly thereafter. First, it is difficult to
separate dependent and independent variables with any degree of
precision. Next, certain data collection instruments had be avoid.
ed for reasons mentioned in the text. But perhaps most important
of all, a project such as this based on both developing particular
skills and changi sg attitudes, and the result of both may not become
apparent for mar .y years.

Despite these difficulties, decisions made by the Office of
Economic Opportunity, the labor movement, and the University
must be based en the best evidence available. We hope this evidence
is provided in this report. We hope, too, that the parts of this report
which are supported by impressionistic conclusions will be duly con-
sidered and regarded as sincere efforts to analyze important
phenomena which could not treated with more objective data.

Needless to say, while we are willing to accept tl,e responsibility
for the shortcomings of this project, we wish to express our thanks
to those who gave us support, encouragement, and ideas for its
design and implementation.

In addition to the University and the Office of Economic Op-
portunity, we are indebted to the AFL-CIO Appalachian Council,
particularly to its chairman, Miles Stanley. Without his efforts this
project would not have been possible. Without the Council's sup-
port it would have been fruitless,
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We also owe a debt of gratitude to West Virginia University's
Vice-President Ernest J. Nezius, who found many solutions for
administrative problems which had to be overcome.

In addition. the outcome of the project was affected important-
ly by James Nelson, West Virginia Labor Federation. and the pro-
ject's staff associates, Robert Winn, Roger Rines and Ronald Lud-
in. Berkley Watterson and John Carney of the AFL-CIO made signi-
ficant contributions to the project during its most precarious mo-
ments.

Also, we are grateful to Dr. Herbert S. Parnes, of the Ohio
State University's Department of Economics who read a draft of
the report and offered a number of constructiv,- suggestions which
are embodied in this version.

Last, but not least, we owe much to our wives and children,
who accepted much less than was their right to demand while this
project was conducted. We hope their sacrifices are investments
which will lead to a better society in Appalachia.

At the time this is written, the project has been refunded and
will continue until July I, 1968, under the direction of Robert Winn.
His staff includes Stephen Cook, Assistant Director of the project,
Roger Riner. Edmund Rollo, and Sussn Hartmann. James Nelson
continues as the Council's coo,dinator.

FREDERICK A. ZELLER
Project Director and Director of

the Institute for Labor Studies

ROBERT W. MILLER
Associate Project Director and

Assistant Director of the Institute
for Labor Studies



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Development and Background
cf the Project

Analysis done in 1965 by several staff members of the Institute
for Labor Studies produced the conchilions that the success or fail-
ure of anti-poverty efforts would be heavily dependent upon the
quantity and quality of local leadership, and that the existence of
such leadership could not be assumed, particularly in the Ap-
palachian Region. Moreover, it was concluded that one of the most
likely sources of effective community action leadership was the
Region's labor movement.

After e%te,,,sive discussions, agreement was reached between
the AFL-CIO Appalachian Council and West Virginia University
to attempt to seek support for a project which would have the goal
of training approximately 100 union leaders for work in commun-
ity action.

The University's role, to be carried out by its Institute for Labor
Studies, was conceived to be that of designing and providing the
training as well as providing follow-ur, field services of an education-
research nature. The Coun :Ws role was to be that of selecting the
trainees and, thereafter, providing them with support and encour-
agement.

Accordingly, a proposal was prepared by the University, in
consultation with the Council, and forwarded to the 011ie.: of Econ-
omic Opportunity. After several revisions, the project was funded
in late November, 1965, for a period ending November 30, 1966.

In the broa.fest terms. the goal of the project was to begin to
create a new b,..se of leadership for community action in Appalachia.
To accomplish this it was intended that training prepare and motivate
participating union officia/s to succeed in assuming the following
roles:

(I) to help to communicate the philosophy and aims of
the Economic Opportunity Act to low-income
groups;

(2) to help organize tow-income groups for effective
self-help activities;

(3) to facilitate a meaningful dialogue between low-in-
come groups and other segments of Appalachian
society;
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(4) to promote the development of a decision-making
process within Appalachian CAPs which would be
informed, progressive, and specifically responsive
to the needs of low-income groups;

(5) to goner: to community support for CAP and other
programs of war against poverty in localities
where such support did not exist;

(6) to build support for the anti-poverty program with-
in tv-,e rooks of labor so that the considerable skills
and resources of labor in Appalachia would contri-
bute fully to the anti-poverty effort;

(7) to help facilitate consensus and coordination among
various community interest groups and agencies
which influence local anti -po' erty programs;

(8) to provide information concerning the problems of
the poor and the techniques of community action to
CAP board members, representives of low-income
groups, interested citizens, and oth.e.r un;on mem-
bers

Accomplishment of these roles constituted the specific sub -goals of
the project.

The project's budget provided for a part-time director, a full-
time associate director and three full-time project associates. The
director, Frederick Zeller, and associate director, Robert Miller,
were already on the University's staff and began thei' work im-
mediately after the announcement of the acceptance of the project.

The three project associates were appointed during the first
four months of 1966. They were Robert Winn, Ronald Ludir.. and
Roger Rines. Although the associates were required to perform cer-
tain duties at the project's headquarters at West Virginia University
as well as serve on the instructional stag during the periods of formal
training, their primary responsibility was to provide education -
research services to the trainees in their home communities and
also report field experiences to project headquarters.

The importance of the field reports was based on the hope that
the design of the training could be based on the actual problems
encountered by the trainees in their efforts to function as community
action leaders.

Each associate was assigned to P certain portion of Appala-
chian Region.

Robert Winn's area included the Appalachian portions of Ohio,
Kentucky, West Virginia, and Maryland. Ronald Ludin's area in-
cluded the Appalachian portions of Virginia, North Carolina, and
South Carolina. And Roger Rines' area included the Appalachian
portions of Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee.

During the first few months of the project's history, it became
apparent that the Appalachian Council was being asked to do more
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than it was able to do without additional resources, which were not
available with its limited budget. Therefore, the Council and the
University agreed to submit another proposal to the Office of Econ-
omic Opportunity requestiag funds to permit the Council to add a
full-time coordinator to its staff to integrate the work of organized
labor and the University's project staff. The proposal was approved
and became effective on December I. 1966, when the new position
was filled by James Nelson.

Because of certain delays occasioned by the difficulties of find-
ing staff and working out the details of the project, two requests
were made to extend the grant without additional funds. The first
request was for an extension from a terminal date of November 30,
1966 to March 31, 1967. The second was for an extension to May
31. 1967. Both requests were approved.

With respect to the development of the schedule of training
sessions, it became necessary to depart from the proposed training
plan, although these departments had more to do with procedure
than substance. As it was executed, the project included four weeks
or training.

The fist week of training was held at Mont Chateau, near
Morgantown, West Virginia, during the week of April 3 t;:. 8, 1966;
the second. in Morgantown during the week of April 24 to 29,
19(.6, the third, at Roanoke, Virginia,during the week of October
2 to 7, 1966. and the fourth week at Gatlinburg, Tennessee, during
thz weak of January 2 to 7, 1967.

The trainees at the sessions were of two types. One type was
the state representative. an individual designated by the principal of-
ficer of each of the ten cooperating state labor federations to serve
as each federation's state-wide community action coordinator. He
was to be responsible for coordinating and assisting the work of the
other trainees (local representatives) in the state.

Originally. it was planned to do some of the training of the
two groups separately: however, this proved to be impractical from
the outset and was never attempted. On the other hand, it was con
templated originally that the state representatives would serve in
an instructional capacity from time to time during the four weeks of
formal training and some of them actually did serve in this capac-
ity.

Throughout tile execution of the project, the Institute and the
Council attempted to work on a cooperative basis with an open
exchange of views end information. The details of the design of the
training sessions were a product of the two parties.

John Carney and Berkley Watterson representA the Council
in planning the first two weeks and James Nelson functioned in
that capacity during the last two weeks. Another exarrple of such
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efforts is that the project staff attended a number of the Coun-
cil's meetings to make progress reports, and, in turn, got the reactions
and views of the Council's members. As a final example, no major
decisions were made without consulting Council Chairman Miles
Stanley.

The concern for close integration of effort and exchange of
information and views was necessary for a number of reasons. First,
when two different organizations come together for a joint effort
such as this, there is always the possibility of unintended consequen-
ces.

For example, the project staff's first loyalty and orientation
was to the University. This being so, the possibility existed that the
staff could Plan some project, or engage in some activity, which
inadvertently could affect the internal equilibrium of a cooperating
labor organization. Th's would he undesirable from both the point
of the Council and of the University, -.,vhich is concerned solely with
education and not the internal politics of the groups with which it
works.

Then, too, the project staff's work had to end just short of the
"action ", admittedly a hazy boundary. Therefore, in order to be
able to decide when and where to intervene with their own resour-
ces, the labor organizations had to be fully informed about the cur-
rent status of the project's work.

While, as might have been expected, there were some mis-
understandings between the Council and the University's project
staff during the eighteen-month duration of the project, the partner-
ship, on the whole, was cordial and stable enough to overcome the
disagreements and achieve complete support of the necessary work.
Both parties made concessions when their positions were in conflict.

Design of the Training
During the month of December, 1966, the project director and

the associate director spent most of their time attempting to con-
ceptualize the project in more detail. Following this, it was decid-
ed to convene a group composed of representatives of labor, out-
side consultants, the Office of Economic Opportunity. and West
Virginia University in Washington, D. C. on January 13, 1966, to
evaluate the staff's concepts and preliminary plans. The following
points were generally agreed upon, and they served as guiding prin-
ciples throughout the remainder of the project:

(I) a well conceived training program could produce
more effective community action leadership among
Appalachian trade union officials, although sty h
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work surely would tend to reduce resources avail-
able for their unions' internal work;

(2) the Council and its affiliates value the aims of com-
munity action highly enough to accept the costs of
organized labor's involvement in such projects:

it must be expected that the union officials sc'ected
for training would have various degrees of sophisti-
cation as lzbor and community leaders, and the pro-
ject's plans would have to reflect this;

(4) the training must awaken in the trainees a commit-
ment to their communities and the Appalachian
Region which may transcend tht short-run interests
of the labor movement;

(5) the trainees must receive the active support of the
top leaders in the labor movement;

(6) the trainees must be prepared by the training to
attract broad support for their work at the com-
munity level, including support both from organized
labor and other groups as well;

(7) one of the first tasks which the trainees must per-
form in their communities is the establishment of
Economic Opportunity Committees composed of
representatives of organized labor; following that,
the trainees must train the members to function as
community action leaders; (in some cases such com-
mittees already had been formed by this daze) ;

(8) various training methodologies must be employed
by the training staff;

(9) the project staff must have continuing information
about Ihe trainees' (kid experiences in order to gear
the formal training to actual needs;

(10) despite the obvious difficulties, it would be necess-
ary to collect all available data about the ,,roject's
results in order to assess its value both from the
point of view of organized labor and the University.

Following the meeting in Washington, detailed training pions
were devised by the project staff and the Council's representatives
in the periods prior to the scheduled dates for the four training weeks.
Each week was planned separately, reflecting reports from the field,
but at the same time the plans were based on a general strategy
which can be summarized as follows:

(1) attempt to get the trainees thoroughly committed
to community action, including the reduction of un-

(3)
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employment and poverty and the acceleration of the
development of their communities and the Region;

(2) help hem to perceive the importance and relevance
of tleir own role and that of their labor organiza-
tions in efforts to eliminate poverty;

give them the opportunity to becorn, highly know-
ledgeable about the political, social, and economic
factors which combine to produce the present
condition of the Region;

(4) help them see the relationship between the com-
mittees arid Region's problems and means available
for solving them;

provide them with the opportunity to obtain an ex
tensive knowledge of Federal, state, and other pro
grams which are potential suppliers of resources for
community action;

(6) help them develop the ability to understand and
implement the strategy necessary to interrelate
action programs into a comprehensive attack on
social problems;

and, present them with the opportunity to further
develop their abilities to work with people both
within and outside the labor movement.

Raving structured the training weeks along these lines, train-
ing methods were selected for the promise they offered for accom-
plishing project objectives. When the need was to tiansm t a large
amount of information in short periods of time, lectures were used.
When attitudinal change was attempted, or when in-depth under-
standing was required, discussion and laboratory type techniques
were used. In some instances, discussion leaders or trainers worked
with fairly small groups, and in other instances the groups were left
to produce their own leaders.

Additionally, use was made of such techniques as "task forces'',
groups .vhich were given specific assignments such as the preparation
of proposals or comprehensive program plans based on simulated

ata, and role playing, such as making presentations Sefore simulat-
.d CAP Boards or groups of poor people.

Instructions' personnel were drawn from a variety of sources
including, but not limited to. the following: the project staff. Ohio
State University, Pennsylvania State, University of Minnesota, Tem.
ple University, Council of Southern Mountains, Ford Foundation,
West Virginia University, Office of Economic Opportunity and

(3)

(5)

( 7)
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varic as other Federal and state agencies, and various divisions of
the AFL-CIO.

Whenever possible, the instructors, and especially discussion
leaders and trainers, were selected on the basis of their reputations
for working effectively with adults in a nonauthoritarian fashion.
Not surprisely, the most successful instructional personnel were
those from the field of labor education, although this is not to :ay
that experience in labor education per se necessarily is proof oi
adequacy. AU of the highly successful labor educators involved in
this project are people of widely recognized competency.

Compared to most adult education programs, the approach of
this project was intense. The training weeks were long in the sense
that many of the days and evenings were completely scheduled with
one activity or another. And the training units were such that the
trainees were frequently in tense situations and almost must have
felt some degree of pressure.

Then, too, in the periods between the training weeks, the
trainees were contacted fairly frequently by the project associates,
so that seldom, if ever, within the duration of the project were the
trainees able to experience relief from these various pressures.

The result of this intense approach, in combination with factors
discussed elsewhere, appears to have been a contribution to the es.
tablishment and maintenance of group cohesion and identity. This
appears to hay.t led to the feeling that the trainees did not want to
let the group down either in terms of their participation in fie
training or community action efforts.

In any event, although we had been advised rather frequently
by those consulted about the training design that unionists would not
accept an intensive program, the great majority of the trainees
seemed to thrive on it, especially during the last three weeks. One
consultant to the project. who also served on the instructional staff,
had this to say about the trainees reaction to the training:

In general, I was very impressed with the group. At
no time was anyone late for a session or absent with the
exception of (a trainee) who, as you know, went to the
hospital. Nearly every individual accepted his respon-
sibility in the project, they did the work that was assigned
to them, even under great time pressures that were prec.2nt-
ed by the structure of the program. I think it is extremely
important to maintain the groups as they are ptesently
constituted, and I think this will contribute to greater in-
volvement to th project as a whole, for as these individ-
uals have an ol-dortunity to work more closely . . ., they
will begin to share more in terms of their skills and know-
ledge.
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An important part of the strategy of the training was to relate
training to specific action on the part of the trainees whenever pos-
sible. One illustration of this centers upon the establishment of
the Economic Opportunity Committees. During the first week, the
trainees were told that their assignment on returning home was to
organize an Economic Opportunity Committee in their central body
or local union (if one had not already been organized) prior to their
returning for the second week of training.

Following that they were given a unit of training which cen-
tered on how to do that task, including how to conduct meetings
of the committees, what subjects to discuss, and what action the
committees should corsider. In addition, they were given sets of
questions about their communities, etc. to be considered by the
committees with the instruction to return with the committees' an-
swers to the questions.

When they r _tio-aed for the second week of training, one of
the first subjects taker. lip was their success or failure in the assign-
ment and the rearms for either.

Also the committees' responses to the questions wer,-! reported,
analyzed. and evaluated in discussion group settings. Those who had
failed to organize the committees were given constructive criticism
and suggestions for future attempts by those who had succeeded
and the training staff.

One other illustration is that over the course of the training,
the trainees were given such assignments as devising community
action proposa's which dealt with problems they could identify in
their own communities, making practice presentations to "CAP
boards" composed of other trainees and staff members who played
roles similar to those described as realistic in the various specific
communities in which the trainees reside, and making presentations
describing and interpreting CAP and other anti-poverty programs
before "community groups , again made up of other trainees at-
tempting to play specific realistic roles.

The trainees were told that upon their return home they would
be expected to actually attempt these actions and, later, report their
results to the other trainees and instructional staff. In a later train-
ing period, such follow-up was completed.

The effect of this approach was to indicate to the trainees
specific expectations and then. later, put them on the spot.' for
reports of their efforts and an analysis of the conel.itions which pro-
duced ti.e results they obtained.

To have to report that nothing was attempted proved to be
extremely embarassing to some trainees and in the several irstances
in which such reports were made, the trainees in that situation be-
came more aggressive and active.
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To this it should be added that it would have been difficult for
the trainees to completely fabricate reports of their community action
efforts because of the project's staff associates, who visited the
trainees in their home communities and in some cases actually wit-
nessed, and provided on-the-spot consultation and advice bowing
on the trainees' community action work.

But, in addition to their value for helping secure valid reports
of trainees' activities, the project associates were able to make spe-
cific assessments of the strengths and weaknesses of the project's
training components and this produced a ..feedback- which enabled
shifts in the design of the training geared to the needs and problems
of the trainees. Thus, the project had a bvilt-in correction mechanism.

Conduct of the Training
A considerable amount of attention was given to the physical

arrangements for the training sessions a3 well as the trainees' lodg-
ing. The staff believed that it was importaat for the training and
lodging to occur in the same facility in order to keep the group
located closely together for long periods of time.

This was done both to faciliate the development of interperson-
al relations among the trainees and between the trainees and the
staff members as qell as to minimize the extent of time required to
get to and from the training areas.

In one case, however, the meeting rooms and food and lodging
facilities were located some blocks apart because no alternative ex-
isted. But in all four cases the arrangements were such that most of
the trainees continually worked together, ate together, and were lodg-
ed in the same structure.

Moreover, in all four cases arran3ernents were made to have a
recreation room availabit so that the group would have a common
meeting place even after the formal or planned session were over.
Most of the trainees took advantage of these opportunities for in-
formal meetings and relaxation,

Then, too, it should be mentioned that the type of training
design followed required the availability of seven to nine small
rooms for the discussion groups as well as a large room capable of
seating, preferably in front of tables, 100 or more people.

Alough no critical problems developed during any of the
four training weeks, several minor ones were encountered which
require I some attention.

First, since the trainees were not from high income group3, it
was necessary to hay. the last wages, per diem allowances, and
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travel reimbursements available on the last day of training during
each of the four weeks.`

Since the University normally does r.ot make such payments
until claims are filed and procesf,ed after the fact (in this case after
the conclusion of a trainirg week), special efforts were needed to
develop alternative procedures. After several months of uncertainty
prior to the first week of training, the University's business managers
developed such procedures.

Turning to the instructional aspects of the first several training
weeks, one of the first problems encountered was that the trainees
felt that the program did not contain as much "content" as it should
have had. By "content" they were referring to the examinatioa of
specific solutions for specific problems which they felt existed in
their communities.

In part this can be attributed to thei, impatience, since the
program's designers believed they could beet convey the complex
nature of the communities' problems only after a thorough exami-
nation of the problems of the Appalachian Region. And in part this
can be attributed to the use of a certain amount of informal, relative-
ly unstructured instmctional techniques.

The use of such techniques grew out of the view of some of the
program's designers that explicit provision would have to be made
i provide an opportunity for the trainees to become a group, shar-
ing common goals, ct...werns, and sensitivities. While such a provision
was useful and probably necessary, it was found that interaction
leading to a positive group feeling took place primarily during the
trainees "extra curricular" relationships with each other.

When this became apparent, more and more attention was
given to designing training sessions with a built-in problem-oriented
focus. Thereafter, the -lack of content" criticism largely disappeared.

Finally, another problem which became evident as the pro-
ject progressed was that it was somewhat difficult to schedule the
training weeks in a manner which left all of the cooperating labor
federations completely satisfied. Special care had to be taken to
avoid union conventions, major collective bargaining sessions, and
periods charActelized by labor organizations' political action activi-
ties, such as periods prior to elections and during state legislative
sessions. While th;.'s problem was not unexpected, it was not realized
beforehand hotv difficult would be to solve to the satisfaction of all
major organizations involved in this project.

he state regulations goscrnini7 the Unisersit)'s disbut,enscnt systen:
did not allow payments for travel. except for commercially provided trans
portation, until three or four weeks following each training week.
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Roles of the State Coordinators
Each of the tabor federations in the ten states was to designate

a union leader to provide leadership and coordination of the com-
munity action activities performed by the other trainees in his home
community. As it turned out, some states did not have designated
state coordinators. However, in those cases, the responsibility for
community action leadership at the state level usually was assumed
by the principal officers of the state labor federations. Thus, through
meetings and consultation of the various state coordinators, provi_
sion was made for an integrated community action effort on a state
and, even, an interstate basis.

During the initial discusson phases of the project there was
some uncertainty about the details of the role to be playrd both by
the state coordinators, and the project associates, discussed below.
This subject was the object of early discussions by the project staff,
the Appalachian Council's members, and the designated coordinators
themselves.

The principal concern of the project staff was that those repre-
senting West Virginia University would always be constrained by
the need to stop somewhere short of the "action''phase of comm-
unity action, a phase in which value judgements both are made and
interjected into purposive efforts to realize its goals. Another con-
cern, as mentioned above, was that university staff members had
no right t,, and should not, become involved in the internal affairs
of the union organizations cooperating in the project. At the same
time, it was realized that value judgments would have to be made,
programs would have to be designed around their implications, and
that internal changes within the unions were inevitable. Growing out
of this context, the roles ,f the staff members and state coordinators
w ere defined and agreed upon by all concerned during the first
week of training in April, 1966.

One of the state coordinators' most important functions was
that of helping other trainees grjri acceptance as members of the gov.
erring boards of the community action agencies when they were
unable to achieve those positions through their own efforts. It was
agreed that success in this endeavor would depend upon whether
or not other conditions could be met.

For example, the trainees acceptance as board members would
depend in part upon the extent to which organized labor indicated
it was both interested in community action and willing to commit its
resources and influence to it. Thus, the state coordinators agreed to
be responsible for helping to generate such interest and commit-
ments at the state and community levels within the federated and
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national union organizations. Included in thk effort was the coor-
dinators' intent to include discussions and training dealir..1 with the
philosophy and procedures of community action in the various AFL-
CIO summer schools he'd in the Region during the summer of 1966.
These intentions were fulfilled, with these sessions being conducted
by officials of the Office of Economic Opportunity, project staff
members, and AFL-CIO officials from both state and national levels.

Another important function was the coordinators' agreement
to provide technical assistance to the community labor leaders on
matters dealing with community action, either when requested to do
so by those leaders or by the project staff. Thus, the project staff
members were able to extricate themselves f:om situations involving
important actions which, in their judgement, were inappropriate for
intervention by a state university.

Other functions agreed upon by the state coordinators includ-
ed the following; maintaining communications flows among the
trainees in the communities. the community action agencies, and the
project staff; making advance arrangements for community visits
by the project staff, thus helping to make those visits more pro-
ductive than they might otherwise have been; and, working to
maintain the original group of trainees as intact as possible during
the life of the project, or, when necessary to replace those who had
to leave, to seek out and select the most qualified replacements
available. In addition, some of the state coordinators were to be
used in some instructional capacity during the later training weeks.

For the most part, these functions were performed at least ade.
quately. In some instances in which the state coordinators' positions
were not filled, or the designated person was unable to fulfill the
obligations of the position, the functions were performed by other
federation officers or representatives Because of this, the project
staff members were able to maintain their neutrality, and none of
the staff members were associated with any internal union disputes.

Roles of the Project's Field Staff
As explained above, the three project associates had respon-

sibility for maintaining close contact with trainees in the geographic
areas to which they were assigned. This contact was necessary for
tw3 bask reasons. One was the need to learn first-hand about the
trainees' problems and their strengths and limitations in order to
base succeeding training weeks concretely upon the needs for train-
ing.

The other reason was that it was believed the trainees might
have some difficulty in applying the ideas contained in the training
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weeks to the problems and opportunities encountered in their com-
munities. If so, the field staff visiting the trainees and economic op-
portunity committee members in their home communities would be
able:to relate the content of the training to specific problems which
could be observed.

In fact, the field staffs contacts served both purposes. The
design of the last three training weeks w as modified importantly
by the data fed hack from the "field-. And, the community labor
leaders were given and accepted advice which led to their over-
coming barriers which, if they had remained for long, might have
resulted in their becoming disappointed with labor's involvement in
community action.

Because of the vastness of the region to be served, the project's
field staff had to be located in central locations. One was stati r -d
with the project headquarters at Morgantown, West Virginia, one was
at Roanoke. Virginia, and one was at Knoxville, Tennessee. While
this decision seems to have been the a7propriate one in that it re.
duced travel time and costs and permitted a greater number of staff
visits. it was not without its disadvantages. The two people located in
Roanoke and Knoxville were the two most inexperienced in terms
of university labor education. Thus, while they needed the most
supervision, in fact they received very little. But even if they had
been more experienced, problems still would have been encountered
in terms of attempting to coordinate closely three far-flung offices.

However, by far the greatest problem associated with the field
staff was that the extent of the job imposed on the three people
who held those positions was simply too great. Instead of three peo-
ple. six, seven, or eight would have been a more realistic number.
Indeed, there is some reason for believing that it might have been
more worth-while to reduce the formal training time in order to use
more of the project's resources for hiring more field staff members.
At the same lime, that would have been a difficult decision to make
in view of the belief that four weeks of training was just barely ade-
quate.

One other observation is that trade union experience and/or
labor education experience are not in themselves adequate prepara-
tion for the demands of the field staff member's role, Obviously, of
course, such staff members need to become experts in all facets of
community action. The project demonstrated that such expertise
can be acquired by experience, study, counsel, and training. How.
ever, there also was great need to evaluate the effects of the project
in the field in order to strengthen the training. This required some
ability to interview the trainees. economic opportunity committee
members, and others in great depth. In addition, there was need to
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make precise estimates of social change or lack thereof, along with
an analysis of the relevant variables.

Experience gained in this project produced the conclusion that
the generation and feedback of such data a.e not likely to be ob-
tained to the desirable degree from people who are not trained in
the social sciences and experienced in the design and execution of
survey and behavioral research. On the other hand, it is highly
doubtful that candidates for the staff of a project such as this will
ever have all of the desirable characteristics. It was fortunate for all
concerned that the project was able to attract people of the caliber
it did.
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CHAPTER 2

The Trainees

Selection of the Trainees
The agreement between West Virginia University and the AFL-

CIO Appalachian Council wr.s that 'he Council would be responsible
for selecting the people to be trained from among union leaders in
Appalachia. As will be demonstrated Later in this report, ,he Coun-
cil's members discharged this responsibility in a creditable manner.

This is not to claim that all of the people selected proved to be
ideal in terms of the goals of this project and, hence, that the selec-
tion procedures were perfect. They were not. But, considering that
although the principal officers oC she state labor federations were in
the best position to select trainees to represent their states, they
were not certain which people would make the most "ideal" trainees,
and considering that they lacked the time and resources to invest
in the selection procedure, the results they achieved were good.

The actual selection of trainees was preceded by a number of
events. First, the project was discussed at a meeting of the Appal:
chian Council in San Francisco in December, 1965, and Council
members were reminded of their obligation to select a tentatively as-
signed number of trainees horn each of their stat.'s.

Next, the project staff was asked by Council Chairman Miles C.
Stanley, to provide a statement of suggestions about the qualifications
which the trainees should have. Acting won the staff's agreement
to prepare such a statement. Sta,Lley sent the Council members a
letter early in January, 1966, informing them that they subsequently
would receive guidelines for trainee selection, and suggesting that,
"While selecting procedure should be considered now, you may wish
to delay actual selection of central body trainees until it becomes
clearer just what the project will entail."

After receiving the project staff's suggestions, Chairman Stan.
ley sent to the Council's members a memorandum containing a set
of guidelines. According to the memorandum:

While selection of the participants for the project
rests with the ten State Central Bodies working in cooper-
ation with the local Central Bodies in the region, it is sin-
cerely hoped that great care and responsibility will be
exercised in the actual selection process.

The following guidelines are suggested to assist Cen-
tral Bodies in screening arolicants for the project:
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(I) First and foremost he should be an active trade
unionist, one who has demonstrated leadership abili-
ties through service as a union officer, committee
chal.man, shop steward, or active delegate to the
Central Body.

(2) He should be acquainted with the organizational
structure of the labor movement, as well as union
policies, procedures, and programs.

(3) He should have the respect and support of the local
labor leadership.

(4) He saould be a person with the capacity and desire
to explore new ideas and to challenge his own
assumptions; one who enjoys the give-and-take of
discussion and the opportunity to test and try new
approaches to problems.

(5) He should have inherent respect for, and the ability
to work with, others.

(6) If a community action program is undLrway in the
community, the labor member of the governing
body of this agency should be given preference. If
such agency does not exist it would be highly desir-
able that the delegate selected have some experi-
ence with community action through service on a
board or committee of an existing community health
or welfare agency or some similar experience.

(7) Lastly, he should be a person willing to make a com-
mitment to the year-long program.

During February and March, 1966. Berkley Watterson, acting
as a representative of the Appalachian Council, contacted all of the
Council's members to determine what steps they were taking to
select trainees, to advise them in more detail with respect to the
characteristics the trainees should have in his opinion, and to insure
that all the states together would not recruit more trainees than the
project's iiudget could support.

Working closely with the project staff and Miles Stanley,
Watterson's work was invalu:ble and resulted in a group of trainees
which exceeded the project staff's expectations in terms of quality.
Also contributing to this result in important ways was George T.
Guernsey, Assistant Director of the AFL-C10.5 Department of Edu-
cation. Guernsey made extensive personal contacts among labor
leaders in the Region to insure that the more promising leaders were
among the applicants considered as trainees, and re'eased announce-
ments of the project in labor circles in Appalachia using the official
stationery of the AFL -CIO headquarters.
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The first week of training, held April 3 - 8, 1966, was attend-
ed by ninety-five labor leaders from Appalachia. These trainees,
as well as those attending the following three training weeks, receiv-
ed E, lost wage allowance of $20 per day, not exceeding $100 per
week, $16 per day per diem allowance, and travel expenses, provid-
ed that they certified that these items were not otherwise reimbursed.

As expected, not all of the original ninety-five people com-
pleted all four weeks of training. However, although the project staff
anticipated a drop-out rate of between 40 to 50 per cent over the
course of the four weeks, a total of seventy-six trainees completed
all four wi eks. Since the Council decided to replace drop-outs, as
well as to permit those who had to miss one or two weeks to return to
the project, six people completed three weeks and twenty-seven
completed two weeks. Only nine trainees completed only one week
of training. Thus, a total of t 18 union, leaders, including designated
state coordinators, were involved in the training.

In a ni mber of cases, trainees not completing all f nr weeks of
the program were prevented from doing so by factors beyond their
control: several were unable to continue in attendance because of ill-
ness; some missed one of the weeks because of problems being ex-
perienced by their unions which required their presence elsewhere
than at the training sites; some of the original trainees left the posi-
tions they occupied and, hence, no longer were appropriate training
candidates; and, some others were absent because of personal pro-
blems such as illness or death of members of their families. Then,
too, some of those who missed one or more of the training weeks
either lost interest in the goals of the project or never did have an
adequate commitment to them.

Characteristics of the Trainees
For purposes of describing the characteristics of the trainees as

a group, as well as analyzing their leadership performance, it was
decided that four state coordinators holding full-time union posi-
tions should be excluded from description. Thcrofore, for purposes
of this report, the total number of trainees will be considered to be
114.

As shown in Table 1, a vast majority of the trainees were 31
years of age or older. This reflects the frequently noted fact that
those under thirty years of age are seldom union leaders even at the
community level, either because younger people are not interested
in playing such roles or because they lack the conventional qualifica-
tions for union leadership, such as holding a skilled job or having
extensive union experience as an activist.
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TABLE
AGES OF THE TRAINEES

Age Group Number of Trainees

20 - 29 12
30 - 39 43

49 40
50.59 14
60 - 69 I

NO DATA 4

TOTAL 114

Ninety-eight of the trainees were married and ninety were Prot-
estants, nine were Catholic, four belonged to no formal religion and
eleven did not report their religious affiliation. With respect to aver-
age annual earnings, three reported average annual earnings cf less
than $3000, twenty-one earned between $3000 and $4999, forty.
seven earned between $5000 and $6999, twenty-four earned bet-
ween $7000 and $8999, twelve earned between $9000 and $10,999,
and two earned $11,000 or more. Five trainees did not report their
income.

These average annual earn.ngs data indicate that the majority
of the trainees from whom these data were collected received less
income from the lost time allowances than they would have earned
had they stayed on the job during the training weeks. At the same
time, their receipt of per diem and the fact of doing something other
than their routine work were compensating factors. Nevertheless, it
is doubtful whether or not the trainees would have been able to
participate in the training had the various allowances been much
lower than they were.

TABLE 2
NUMBER OF HOURS THE TRAINEES SPENT

ON UNION AFFAIRS PER WEEK

Number of Hours Per Week Number of Trainees

0.2 11

5 14
6 - 9 16
10 - 14 16
15 - 19 2
20 OR MORE 24
NO DATA 31

TOTAL 114
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One hundred of the trainees had never experienced involun-
tary unemployment. In general, the trainees tended to be active
unionists and leaders, at least according to their own percepticns of
themselves. Table 2 provides an indication of the extent of their
union activity in terms of hours spent per week on union affairs.

Most of the trainees were union officers: twenty-seven were
presidents, secretaries, or treasurers of their local unions; thirty-two
were central body officers or delegates; and thirteen were officers of
state federations.

Questions about leadership behavior revealed that seventy-eight
trainees had made past attempts at leadership within their unions.
Also, sixty-two reported attempts at leadership within the commun-
ity. Moreover, seventy-five of the trainees indicated their belief
that they had leadership abilities in general.

The geographic distribution of the 114 trainees is shown in
Table 3.

TABLE 3
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE

TRAINEES

States %umber of Trainees

Alabama 9
Georgia 12
Kentucky 10
Maryland 8
North Carolina 8
Ohio 16
South Carolina 8
Tennessee 12
Virginia 8
West Virginia 23

TOTAL 1 1 4

Most of the trainees had reasonably good education achieve-
ment levels, with seventy-two reporting high school diplomas, or
equivalent, and, of these, twenty-three had educationa' attainments
beyond high school, either in college or technical schools.

As expected, many of the trainees tended to have positive at-
titudes about community action and the anti-poverty war and labor's
involvement in it. Of the ninety-five trainees at the first training seek,
sixty-two believed the chances for success of the anti-poverty pro-
grams were ''good, while thirty -one believed unions could contd..
bu'e to the ruccess of the antipoverty programs, with eighty-seven
maintaining that unions should be heavily involved in them.
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At the same time, the origic.al group of ninety-five trainees
was somewhat more conservative when asked to estimate the amount
of support they expected union organizations to give to those pro-
grams. For example, when asked how much support they expected
central bodies to give, thirty-three said "much", forty-four said
"some", and eleven said "little". (Six people did not answer the
question.)

The foregoing data about the trainees help to depict Coe type of
people who participated in the prcject although admittedly they are
inadequate in terms of a satisfactorily complete description, More-
over, these data do not reflect some of the changes in many of the
trainees which occurred between the various training weeks and the
weeks they spent in their home communities.

For the most part, the trainees possessed an interesting mix of
heterogeneous characteristics despite their common union leader-
ship background. For example, one discussion leader commmted
during the first training week that, "I was stuck by the wide variance
of people in the group. One girl didn't know what union she was in.
Others in the group are very knowledgeable." Another discussion
leader stated that the range of diversity among the group was wide
in terms of members' exposure to the problems associated with pov-
erty and poor people. Part of this was due to 'the fact that some of
the trainees had some experience with Community Action Programs
in their home areas while others did not.

The diverse backgrounds of those in the group did result in a
few minor problems. The most notable of these was that duric g the
first week of training there was some tendency for those training who
had some knowledge of community action and the problems c.f
Appalachia to become impatient during the periods devoted to
explaining the fundamentals of these subjects. However s'ich com-
plaints almost completely disappeared by the time the se-ond train-
ing i,i.eek was held.

All in all the jLdgement of the project staff. r.nd others who
participated in an instructional capacity durine tour training
weeks as well, was that the quality of the majoi rlinees ex-
ceeded expectations. At the same time. it is true rt Laving had
the experience afforded by the project, the labor r -.ement in the
Region has become more aware of which people are most likely to
be the best candidates for such training and subsequent community
leadership.
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CHAPTER 3

Evaluation

Introduction:

THE GOALS AND METHODS OF EVALUATION

There were several reasons why the project staff felt it was
vital to undertake major efforts to conduct a continuing evaluation
of the project. First, it seemed important that some measure of the
extent to wh::.h the project succeeded in accomplishing its goals
should he prodded. Aside from OED's understandable interest in
such a measure, it was felt that an assessment of success would con-
stitute a vital portior of any public record of the project.

Another important reason for evaluation was that the design
of the training itself was to be built on a feedback of information
about the practical problems faced b3 trainees in attempts to further
community actioo. Only through continuing assessment of the train-
ees' progress was it possible to relate community action problems
to training content and method.

A third reason for evaluation was that a record of the exper-
ience gained during the project could provide a vital source of infor-
mation for the design of future projects of a similar type. Th, pro-
ject staff was, in fact, acutely aware from the beginning of the project
that they were particirrrits in a somewhat unique and pathfinding
venture, and that they had a special responsibility preserve
records wIsich would facilitate future training-action efforts.

And, lastly. evaluation was considered to be important for its
potential to generate basic knowledge of both theoretical and ap-
plied relevance about processes of adult education, social action,
and social change.

Each of these four reasons for evaluation constituted, in effect,
four separate aims of evaluation. And, as with most research, the
accomplishment of these aims depended upon being able to measure
in some fashion the impact or effect that a planned event (in this
case the training and follow-up) was intended to produce.

Thus, the nature and conduct of the evaluation was shaped
largely by the specific goals which were originally conceptualtred
for the project and which were listed at the outset of this report. The
task was to measure the extent to which these project goals were
achieved, and to analyze and describe the factors and circumstances
which facilitated or hindered their achievement. To A,aphasire the
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importance of the influence of these goals in the planning of the
evaluation, they will be listed again:

(1) to help to communicate the philosophy and aim of
the Economic Opportunity Act to low-income
groups;

(2) to help organize low-income groups for effective
self-help activities;

to facilitate a meaningful dialogue between low-
income groups and other segments of Appalachian
society;

(4) to promote the development of a decision-making
process within Appalachia:, CArs which would be
informed, progressive, and specifically responsive
to the needs of low-income groups;

to generate community support for C. and other
programs of the war against poverty in localities
where such support did not exist;

(6) to build support for the anti-poverty program with-
in the ranks of labor so that the considerable skills
and resources of labor in Appalachia would contri-
bute fully to the anti-poverty effort;

to help facilitate consensus and coordination among
various community interest groups and agencies
which influence local anti-poverty programs;

(8) to provide information concerning the problems of
the poor and the techniques of community action to
CAP board members, representatives of low-in-
come groups, interested citizens, and other union
members.

(3)

(5)

(7)

Among the most difficu't problems encountered in assessing
progress toward these goals was the lack of both resources and
methods to measure results with the most desirable degree of ob-
jectivity and precision. The crux of the problem was to find a method
of accurately describing the over-all behavior in tesponse to the
training of the trainees as a group, and then to describe what rela-
tionship, if any, that behavior had to effective community action
as represented in the project

Further, in the interests of complete objectivity, the cominun-
ity action leadership behavior of the trainees before training should
have been compared to the;r 'eadership behavior after training.
and the results matched egainst any changes in a similar group of
unionists who had not undergone training. In practice it was impos
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sible, for a variety of reasons, to accomplish these measurements by
the use of techniques which would satisfy a research purist.

Obstacles which prevented the application of the most elegant
evaluation design included: the lack of time, energy, and money
which would have been required; the possibility that intervention
of vigorous research efforts would have interfered with the opera-
tion of the action-oriented project; and the understandable opposi-
tion of representatives of the labor movement to the use of research
techniques which conceivably could create internal political pro-
blems in their organizations.

Nevertheless, despite these problems, the project staff feels that
it has been able to accumulate about the trainees activities a useful
body of information which provides a basis for an essentially valid
assessment of the project. A number of different methods were
used to collect the information:

(I) the trainees own reports of their attitudes and activi-
ties, obtained through questionnaires, interviews,
letters, and informal conversations;

(2) the observations of the staff made in the field, at
training sessions, and through personal contacts with
trainees. CAP officials, 0E0 officials, and other
community leaders in the trainees home com-
munities;

(3) the results of a limited survey of union central bod-
ies not involved in the project, to assess their anti-
poverty activities in comparison with those of
project-involved central bodies;

(4) the results of a survey of CAP directors' opinions
about the contributions of the trainees to anti-
poverty efforts in their communities or areas;

(5) the compilation of case studies of individual
trainees' progress from the beginning of the project
to its completion; and

(6) the record of involvement of the Appalach:an Coun-
cil. AFL-CIO. and the Institute for Labor Studies
in separate anti-poverty projects generated by their
commitment to the con- munity action leadership
project.

Although each of these approaches to iescribing the behavior
of the ttainees, or assessing the impact of the training in producing
that behavior, may have certain weaknesses from the standpoint of
research methodology, in total the approaches tend to complement
one another and produce a broad and relatively va,. I picture of the
outcome of the project.
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The following presentation of the results of the project has been
organized around the different methods of evaluation which was
used. Each method will be considered, the approach to data collec-
tion will be briefly described, and the findings will be presented and
discussed.

Where appropriate, the discussion of findings will interweave
information collected by different methods to illustrate how the
various types of evidence of results buttress each other. Finally, a
general discussion of all data including impressions of the staff, will
attempt to draw integrated conclusions about the project's impact.

REPORTS OF THE TRAINEES

It was impossible as well as undesirable, for a number of rea-
sons, for the project staff or other evaluators to observe directly
most of the community action leadership behavior of the trainees
in their home communities. Yet, it was important to know the extent
of different types of such behavior the trainees were engaging in.
how intensive their efforts were, and what the effect was.

In the absence of opportunity to observe the trainees' leader-
ship efforts at first hand, it was decided that the trainees own reports
of their feelings and activities would constitute an important source
of information about what they actually had done in their communi-
ties during the life of the project.

Accordingly, several different types of devices were used to
elicit and record such information, including: a project registration
blank which asked for information about the trainees' past union acti-
vities; a personal background questionnaire intended to collect
data on past community activities and attitudes as well as persona!
characteristics; a workbook on community characteristic., in which
trainees were asked to list, among other things, certain types of
activities engaged in and personal attitudes held, an interview sur-
vey of all trainees concerning their activities, performed in their
home communities midway through the project and again at the
end of the project: and miscellaneous questionnaires about activities
and attitudes, used as training detices and repeated periodically
during the training sessions.

In the case of each of these data collection instruments. every
effort was to insure that a completed instrument was obtained
from every trainee. However, particu'arly in the case of the inter-
views, the worklacoks, and the training device questionnaires, it was
not possible to obtain data from every trainee who participated in
the pr, !ect because some dropped out before the instruments were
administered and others joined after it would have been appropriate
to ask certain questions.
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Other reasons for not obtaining 100 per cent coverage of train-
ees with all questionnaires were seriou, illnesses of trainees at the
time of surveys, inability to arrange appropriate times for interview-
ing, and to a very limited extent, some lack of cooperation on the
part of trainees.

But replies were obtained from the vast majority of trainees for
every questionnaire, and almost complete information was available
for those who remained with the project from beginning to end or
who were especially active.

The final interview was by far the most important device for
learning about trainees' activities. Coming at the end of the project,
it provided an opportunity for a reporting of the final sum of activi-
ties, and succeeded in reaching a lager number of trainees. Complet-
ed final interviews were obtained from 92 of the 114 trainees who
had been involver' at one time or another in the project.

The interviewing was done in the trainees' homes by two of the
project associates and by four trainees who were especially selected
and trained by the staff for interviewing. These trainees-interviewers,
who did the I. alk of the intervit.ving. were themselves interviewed
before undertaking their evaluation assignment. The project staff
reasoned that there was an advantage in using trainees as interview-
ers because of the belief that the respondents would be more likely
to give honest answers to fellow trainees.

The questions asked during the interview tended to be un-
structured for the most part in that the trainee being interviewed had
to supply his own answers rat!"..r than simply check or select a pre-
listed choice. Records of the completed interviews later were care-
fully read and answers were listed. Then categories of answers were
devised and a systematic fist of categories was set up for each
question.

The records of the interviews were than read once again and
answets to each question were judged and assigned to the appropriate
category tor the question. Following 'hat. tabulations were made
of the number of tra:nces whose answers fit in each category.

The following information, derived from the trainees' own
reports about their project activities. was taken primarily from the
final interviews, also is based on certain items drawn from the var-
ious other sources of data mentioned previously. The presentation
is divided into two parts; one reports on activities by individuals;
the other deals with the trainees' success in generating activity by
others 'n their communities, including their central bodies and other
union organizations.

Since in several cases more than one trainee came from the
same community or central body, it was necessary to report activities.
atMudes, facts. and problems which pertained to the total effort of
all trainees in a community.
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It also seemed important to report by communities in order to
assess the efforts against poverty made by the total labor movement
at the community level rather than just the efforts of trainees alone.
An important project goal was to employ trainees as catalytic agents
to get local labor movements moving in the war against poverty.
Therefore, the efforts of the central labor bodies as a whole were of
prime interest.

As an initial step toward reaching the project's goals, it is
important to note that the project was designed to create a solid
base of organizational support and community influence from which
trainees' activities would derive maximum meaning. One aspect of
the task of building such a base was the organization by trainees of
"Economic Opportunity Committees" within their local central
bodies or local unions.

During the first week of training. trainees were encouraged to
undertake the organization of such committees as an immediate step
upon returning home. (A more complete account of the results and
implications of the organizations of these committees will follow
in the section on results by communities.

For now, it should be pointed out that this first step in project
strategy was accomplished fully and without delay.) Out of forty-four
communities represented by the trainees from whom complete final
evaluation reports were received, in only six cases was no Economic
Opportunity Committee formed, and in fire of these cases the failure
occurred in a community in which there was no central labor body.

The project staff also is aware that several committees were
formed in other communities by trainees from whom final reports
were tot available, bringing the total of committees formed to well
over 40. Thus, the project strategy succeeded at its first step: a base
of support for the trainees within their 'ocal labor movements was
built.

Individeal Results

It was the hope of the project staff. as well as an important pro-
ject subgoal, that trainees would utilize their bases of organizational
support to seek and obtain positions of influence within the appara-
tus of their communities' anti-poverty efforts. Frc m such positions.
their training could have maximum impact upon the quantity and
quality of programs intended to areviate the condition of the Ap-
palachian poor.

It was also a goal of the project that trainees would work to-
ward the organization of formal community efforts against poverty
in communities in which no formal programs existed. The reports
about their positions and activities prepared by the trainees them.
serves provide some evidence concerning the relative success of
the project in achieving these goals.
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Considering first the reports of positions obtained, the trainees
were asked whether they had been members of CAP boards of
directors or other anti-poverty advisory or policy-making bodies be-
fore they became participants in the project. They were asked also
what positions .hey he'd al the end of the project.

Answers to these questions were obtained from 90 out of 114
trainees. Of these 90, 24 reported having been on CAP boards be-
fore training, but 60 reported holding such positions after train-
ing, for a net gain of 36 trainees in these important seats of influence.
At least part of this increase can reasonably be attributed to the pro-
ject.

Thus, after the project, only one-third of the trainees from
whom information was available did not hold a top policy - making
position in their local anti-poverty agency. And, in a substantial
number of these cases the reason no position was held was either
because other trainees or labor representatives from the sal,
triunity occupied board Feats ane there was just no room to s(
such a capacity, or because no community action agency
the trainees' area.

Other types of formal positions in addition to those
boards were also report-A having been obtained by the train,
patently as a result of the project. Out of the 92 trainees from in
interviews were obtained at the end of the project, 31 . n. in
members of advisory committees to CAP programs and oth rit

poverty programs such as Head Start, Neighborhood Cent,
Neighborhood Youth Corps.

Only five trainees reported having held such position, 1
training. In addition, at the end of training 13 trainees report,
bership in community councils of the poor only five 11,1 '

positions before training; and 23 reported they held otfik '

itions in guiding 'aborsponsored antipoverty projects .lit
of these 23 had been so involved before training. (This does n t r)

elude a number of trainees who occupied fulltime jobs in FtA
antipoverty programs which grew out of this training prof, t

result is discussed later in this report.)
Involvement of the trainees in a broad range of activitic

poverty was an aim of the project so it was hoped that trainc,
help out in their local communities in ways other than ace
CAP advisory boards, notwithstanding the importance of ti.
As an attempt to assess the broader involvement of train(.,
were asked whether they were engaged in community a,
capacities other than cAr, board membership. Of the 92 .l11
61 reported involvement in other capacities. Of these. onk
been engaged in other capacities before the project,
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But, merely obtaining positions from which leadership could
be exerted was not the final goal for the trainees since, in addition,
other activities could constitute a vastly more important goal. Deter-
mining these activities was an interesting and challenging area of
evaluation.

To get at this question, participants in the project were asked
what activities they had engaged in to aid the war against poverty
which they would attribute to the influence of the project. They were
also asked to estimate the number of hours they had spent i these
activities. Although the accuracy of the information on hours spent
depends heavily upon the honesty and memory of the trainees, it
is useful if interpreted cautiously.

The information provides a rough measure of the intensity of
the efforts made by project participants and a measure of the relative
emphasis they placed on different types of activities. Table 4 indicat-
es the number an percentage of trainees, out of the 92 from whom
final interviews were obtained, who mentioned engaging ;n certain
types of community activities to aid the poor. For ease of analysis,
the specific activities reported were cateve rized into the types shown
in the table by the project staff.

TABLE 4
THE TRAINEES' ANTI-POVERTY ACTIVITIES

Type of Activity No. of Trainees Percentage
Reporting (N=92)*

Direct work with the poor (organizing) 25 27
Direct work with the poor (counseling,

education, service) 15 16
Work with other community groups on

specific anti-poverty projects 24 26
Work on labor-sponsored anti-poverty

projects 25 27
Personal contacts with CAP and other

community leaJers (including formal
meetings) 70 76

Work with other community groups to
organize their efforts or educate
them about poverty 24 26

Wo-k within the labor movement to
organize efforts or educate about
poverty 47 51

Miscellaneous 12 13

*Since many trainees mentioned engaging in several different
types of activities. the numbers total more than 92 and the percent-
ages more than 100.
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Although, as is evident from the table, substantial numbers of
trainees engaged in each type of activity, including direct work with
the poor, certain activities were reported more frequently than others.
Personal contacts within the community and within the labor move-
ment for purposes of advising, educating, or creating interest in
efforts to aid the poor, as well as planning such efforts, were report-
ed most frequently.

Such activities are illustrative of the type of leadership for which
the project participants were best fitted, both in terms of background
and training, and were a major aim of the project. However, data
on the number of hours spent in project activities tend to modify
somewhat the picture of the trainees' efforts.

For example, 76 per cent of the participants reported engaging
in leadership efforts with other community groups and officials; the
total number of hours reported spent in this capacity was 5032. On
the other hand, only 27 per cent of the trainees mentioned working
on specific labor-sponsored anti-poverty efforts, but this group
reported putting in a total of 4478 hours.

Thus, it would appear that some activities attracte 1 more in-
tensive involvement than others. Furthermore, other data reveal
that many of the trainees who enga6od in broad leadership
efforts within the community or labor movement also participated in
one or more other, specific, and more time-consuming efforts against
poverty.

The total number of hours, for all activities combined reported
spent by the 92 trainees interviewed totaled 18.748, but this tends
to underestimate com;derably the hours in anti-poverty efforts gen-
erated by the project.

The total does not include time spent by the 22 trainees who
were not interviewed. Nor does it include the hours put in by state
labor federation officials or those spent by the four most active state
coordinators who took part in the project but were excluded from
consideration in this report because they were full-time union officials
who often acted -,lore in the capacity of project staff members than
as trainees.

But, an even greater shortcoming of the total is that it does not
include the hours put in by the several hundred members of Econ-
omic Opportunity Committees who were recruited by trainees ar.d
persuaded to add their efforts to labor's role in the local fight against
poverty. Thus, the actual amount of time spent to aid the poor, which
was a direct result of the project. would total vastly more than the
above figures would indicate.

It shuuld he added that because the participants in the pro
ject were almost exclusively full-time workers in factories. mills. of-
fices, end stores, the hours available for project work were limited
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predominantly to evening and weekend time, periods when corn.
petition of attention to family and other responsibilities was great.

As a measure of the project's success, these figures on activities
and hours speak for themselves. Whether the amount of effort repre-
sented constitutes success is in large part a mailer of personal judge-
ment about what would be reasonable to expect in the way of im.
mediate results from a training project.

We do not have precise figures on the number of traineess who
did little or nothing and there were some of these. On the other
hand, many of the trainees have become sufficiently caught up in
anti-poverty work that it seems reasonable to suggest that their com-
mitment to continue thei- work will carry them into many future
community action activities.

When asked if they had personal plans to continue working for
the success of the war against poverty, 92 per cer.t of those inter-
viewed replied in the affirmative, and 77 per cent were able to state
specific plans which they h Ad in mind. For the group which continues
to work in the future, the effort e.epended to date in community
action activities will constitute only a tiny fraction of what will ulti-
maffly be spent in the service of attempts to alleviate poverty and
other seciai prop nos. The project staff has it, own opinion about
the meat,ing of the ,ffo .t that the proTect trainees have made and
will state this in a subsequent section of this report.

It is important to add that the quality of the participants' ef-
forts in terms of the nature and extent of specific action stimulated
and progress made t, ward helping the poor is much more important
than the quantity at those efforts. Some evidence of the quality of
the impact of the trainees attempts at leadership is contained in
the case studies and the judgements of CAP directors and project
staff members to be presented 1 er.

For now, returning to the picture we have attempted to create
of the pattern of the trainees project related activities, the point was
made that leadership ievolves influence. To explore trainees' at-
tempts at leadership, they v.ere asked who they felt they had been
successful in influencing.

Of the 92 trainee, surveyed at the end of the project, 82 per
cent mentioned having tried to influence union members and of.
ficicls, 64 per cent mentioned having tried to influence CAP board
members and other community leaders and residents, and 51 per cent
mentioned the poor as objects of attempts at influence.

As far as success in these efforts was concerned, 36 per cent
were willing to state that they had succeeded in influencing union
members and officials to change their concept of poverty and to he-
come more involved and better informed about the war against pov-
erty. 38 per cent said they had stimulated community leaders and
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residents to greater interest and involvement, and 8 per cent specifi-
cally mentioned having been successful with the poor.

It is believed that the trainees were inclined to be somewhat
modest in their estimates of successful influence because feedback of
the results of such efforts is often unavailable or delayed. In other
words, the trainees were not always fully aware of he impact of their
activities. It should be added that the median number of individuals
each trainee reported having contacted for purposes of stimulating
greater interest in the problems of poverty was 75.

A major portion of the leadership role which the project parti-
cipants attempted to assume -onsisted of informing others about
poverty and the programs of the v,ar against it. In effect, the '1.-Yrti-
cipants tried to pass along their training to others in an effort to mcve
them to greater understanding of poverty, greater support of quality
programs to combat it. and actual participation in various comm-
unity action endeavors.

The flavor of this role is captured veil in a letter to the pro-
ject staff written spontaneously by a trainee who attended only the
final week of training. This trainee, from Alabama, was admittedly
highly motivated for such a latecomer to the project, but his report
is more typical than atypical of trainee activities. An excerpt from
the letter, written one month after the training experience, follows:

Since the training week, I have seen the local CAP board
directors and chairmen and attained a list of CAP board
members. I visited all but two members. I could not find
or contact these two because of incorrect addresses. I asked
each one what they knew about OEO and its functions.
Most had no knowledge of it at all. So then 1 went to see
Mr. , the CAP director and told him
that since the board had little knowledge, that labor would
like to 11,,t on a training seminar (or CAP board members
and int.ested citizens, His answer was yes. A tentative
date was set so as to give our central body time to furnish
our printed material.
In the past month I have given some CAP board members
the books on various OEO programs and told them the
ones that were on high and low priority. 1 have contacted
the local United Fund board and got a union member on
the board... I have talked to Mrs. of
the welfare department... she is a CAP board member. I
have talked to Mr. of the state ern-
plos,ment service. I have found out that he is doing very
little for those that have no high school education. He does
not be:ieve in training anyone under various programs
available until someone cals in for such help. 13ut a man
in his position should know what is in demand nation-wide
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and be training them for said jobs. He does have an
MDTA advisory committee that has heir' only one meeting
since its existence. ... I do admit that our central body is
far behind others but we can and will do what a central
body should do for and about 0E0.

This letter tends to provide what summaries and categories of
activities cannot provide the concrete detail and flavor of what
the trainees have done and are attempting in the way of challenging
their communities to move faster and further in their anti-poverty
efforts.

The project staff is aw're of numerous other trainees who have
done as much or more in a leadership capacity as the author of the
letter, only the others have not been as willing or as able to com-
municate about the details of their activities. We would suggest that
much of the essence of leadership activity is lost in the telling,
particularly when it must be reduced to dry figures.

Other examples of concrete and specific accomplishments which
have been reported by trainees deserve brief mention. In four in-
stances trainees have been responsible for the formation of com-
munity action agencies in ereas where none existed previously.

In numerous instances trainees have sponsored elections of low-
income representatives to CAP bo- -Is, or have succeeded in getting
by-laws of action agencies rewritten to insure more adequate parti-
cipation by the poor. Union halls have been turned over for use as
day care centers, study centers, and clothing distribution centers.

Comm..mity conferences on problems of poverty have been
sponsored and held successfully as a result of trainees' efforts. These,
and other examples of specific accomplishments, will be listed and
elaborated on in a later section of this report dealing with trainees'
activities by rom.ounities.

But, accomplishments were not without problems. In response
to a question concerning the single greatest obstacle which had
personally hindered trainees in their project activities. the following
answers we given:

Thus, the most prevalently reported personal obstacle for pro-
ject participants was a lack of t;-.. e to spend in pursuit of the pro-
ject goals. It is difficult to see how this obstacle might have been
lessened, considering that the participants held down iull-time jobs
and, in addition, were active people with leadership responsibili
ties in their union organizations.

Moreover, considering !lie large number of hours which were
reported spent in pursuit of the project's goals, the obstacle of insuf-
ficient time may represent as much recognition of the enormity of
task involved in getting communities moving in the war against
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poverty as it does any absolute failure to spend time on project
activities.

TABLE 5
OBSTACLES TO PROJECT ACTIVITY

(IN PER CENT OF TRAINEES INTERVIEWED)

Obstacle Per cent
l'C----92)

No obstacle 30
Lack of sufficient time to accomplish aims 28
Lack of support from other union members 13
Lack of support from public agencies 7

Other community leaders hinder CAP operation 7

Public is not motivated about poverty program 6
Opposition to organized labor in community 4
Personal failure to gain positions of influence 2
Operation of CAP board is inefficient 1

Did not answer question 2

100

Trainees were also asked what they thought were the biggest
obstacles to winning the war against poverty in their own communi.

and in the conintry at large. Their opinions are interesting be-
cause they reflect the actual experiences of a number of citizens
trying to lead anti-poverty efforts in their own communities.

They are also interesting for what they reveal of the trainees'
sophistication concerning the goals and problems of OED's pro-
grams. The actual question was What do you think is the biggest
obstacle to winning the war against poverty? The r sults obtained
from this question are Olown in Table 6.
The most prevalently perceived obstacle by far was apathy and
lack of information on the part of the public. If the war against pov-
erty is a citizens' war, as it would seem to have to be in order to
succeed, this obstacle, if perceived accurately, would indicate that
more needs to be done in Appalachia to inform and involve more of
the public in the struggle.

The trainees' response to one additiooal question related to
perception of obstacles to the alleviation of poverty is worthy of note.
They were asked, in essence, what they felt was the chief real.)n
for poverty. Approximately 95 per cent mentioned factors such as
lack of education and skill among the poor, lack of opportunity and
exploitation and discrimination.

Ir, other words, the trainees chose the sophisticated view that
poverty was a result of various social and environmental forces,
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rather than a product of human perversity. They did not tend to
blame the poor for the existence of poverty.

TABLE 6
OPINIONS CONCERNING OBSTACLES TO THE

WAR AGAINST POVERTY
(IN PER CENT OF TRAINEES INTERVIEWED)

Mentioned as a
Obstacle community

problem
(N=92)

Mentioned as a
nationwide

problem
(N=92)

Lack of information and involve-
ment on the part of the public
'Apathy" 40.2 32.6

Lack of funds and educational
and employment opportunities
for the poor 16.3 8.6

Lack of motivation and fear of
red tape on part of the poor 10.8 3.2

Poor attitudes of the public to-
ward Federal programs 8.6 8.6

Class and race discrimination
poor communications between
groups 8.6 5.4

Political factionalism 7.6 18.4
Desire to take advantage of the

poor for personal gain 3.2
Personal inadequacy in combating

existing conditions 1.1
Unwillingness of country to finance

programs 11.9
Different answers needed for different

regions -- 2.2
Did not answer question 3.8 8.9

TOTAL 100.2 99.8

In this respect they seem better fitted to initiate constructive
approaches to combat poverty than an average group of citizens.
among whom one would expect to find a larger percentage of per-
sons who take a punitive approach to the poor. It is probable that
the training was partially responsible for the existence of these
positive attitudes.

An examination of the trainees' attitudes toward the train-
ing and the conduct of the project constitutes the final portion of
this section. which deals with individual results. As part of the final
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evaluation interview, project participants were asked to estimate
how much they knew about the war against poverty before the
project in comparison to how much they knew after the project. The
results are contained in Table 7.

TABLE 7
THE TRAINEES EVALUATION OF THEIR OWN

INFORMATION ABOUT WAR AGAINST POVERTY
(IN PER CENT OF TRAINEES INTERVIEWED)

Extent of information Before training After training
(N=92) (N=92)

Extremely well informed
Moderately well informed
Had some information
Poorly informed
Very poorly informed

0.0
12.1
29.7
19.8
37.4

17.6
79.1

3.3
0.0
0.0

TOTAL 98.0 100.0

Thus, at least by the trainees own evaluation, much was learned
during the course of the project. To assess in part what the trainees'
felt was the content of what they had learned, they were asked
whether being a part of the project had changed their point of view
about poverty. The most common replies were, more knowledge
of causes and amount of poverty present" (33 per cent) and 'better
opinion of poverty-stricken people... (18 per cent),

The trainees also were asked to estimate the benefit of the
project to themselves, the poor, their community, and the labor
movement. Concerning their own persona! benefit from the pro-
ject, trainees stated they had acquired useful information on gov-
ernment programs; had a better understanding of people, poverty,
and their communities; had acquired self-confidence and skill in
working with others; had become aware of poverty and inspired to
help alleviate it; and had derived personal satisfaction from helping
others. Only 2 per cent felt their participation in the project had
been of no personal benefit.

Table 8 presents the opinions of the trainees concerning the
benefit of the project to the poor, the region, and the labor move-
ment.

When asked to comment how the conduct of the training it-
self might have been improved, 33 per cent of the trainees who re.
plied had no suggestions and -ommented simply that it was a good
program. Among those who had suggestions, the most prevalent
comments were that training could have been improved by field
trips and intc.views with the poor, by more time for training, and
by providing trainee` with a choice of topics for discussion.
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TABLE 8
THE TRAINEES' EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT

OF THE PROJECT
(IN PER CENT OF TRAINEES INTERVIEWED)

Worth of project To the
community
(N=-92)

To the
poor

(N=92)

To the labor
movement
(N=92)

Extremely valuable 34.8 39.3 39.3
Valuable 52.8 40.4 44.9
Moderate value i2.4 16.9 13.5
Little value 0.0 3.4 1.1
No value 0.0 0.0 1.1

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 99.9

Replies to two additional questions concerning what was most
and least valuable in the training indicated that there was a modest
tendency for the group to indicate that workshop discussions and
information on gcvernment programs were most valuable and
certain lectures least valua! 1e. However, in neither case did a major-
ity of treiree, indicate these answers.

Fit,a;iy, in answer to a set of questions inviting comment or
how projects similar to this cne could be improved in the future,
the only agreement of even mo.4est proportions among trainees was
that greater care should be exerLised in the future in selection of pro-
ject participants. But less than twenty-five trainees mentioned this
factor and no other suggestion was made by nearly as many. The
dominant tendency seemed to be to have no suggestions, or to fee!
a good job had been done and nothing important could be added.

Community Results

As mentioned previously, the project staff considered it impor-
tant to attempt an evaluation of the impact of the project on labor's
total effort against poverty at the community level. A basic con-
cept of the project was that the project goals would be reached
through the leadership efforts of the trainees.

The nature of these efforts in terms of types of activities, hours
spent, and individuals influenced already has been described. But,
the more vital task of evaluation is to attempt to estimate the actual
impact of the trainees influence on anti-poverty programs in their
communities.

The data obtained from individual trainees which are limited
to their own activities fail to reflect all of the project accomplish-
ments and problems resulting from these clients or from the sum
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or combination of effort; engaged in by more than one trainee in
the same community. Also, there was more than one trainee per
community in twenty-four out of the forty-four communities repre-
seated among the trainees in the final interview group. Moreover,
even in communities with only one trainee, labor's activities against
poverty included not only the trainees' efforts but also the efforts
of other union members and committees influenced by them.

Consequently, the final evaluation interview contained questions
which asked for information about certain aspects of the total local
labor movement's activity in the war against poverty.

In analyzing responses to these questions, there was, in most
cases. a consensus of answers among trainee. from the same com-
munity. In cases in which trainees from the same community dis-
agreed among themselves in their answers to questions about labor's
activities, an average answer was chosen or the project staff made a
judgment to accept the reports of certain trainees as more likely to
be valid than those of others.

This judgement was based on the staff members' personal know.
ledge or the trainees and their local situations. The reports of train.
ees who were the only representatives of the project in their com-
munities were accepted at face value.

In nine of ;,he forty-four communities from which trainees in
the final evaluation group came, there was no union central body.
However. in four of these nine communities Economic Opportun-
ity Committees were formed in local unions to provide a base of
support for the trainees.

In only one community in which a central body existed did
1,.ainees fail to organize such a committee under central body aus-
pices. Thus. union Economic Opportunity Committees were forme'd
in thirty-eight of the forty-four communities constituting the focal
point for evaluation.

The significance of these committees lies in the number of
interested union members, in addition to the trainees, who were
added to the project. Non-trainee union members total,-cl 253 among
the thirty-eight committees formed.

In addition, the staff is aware of several other committees
which were set up by trainees who were not reached for a final inter-
view. Thus. counting trainees and non-trainee members of Econ-
omic Opportunity Committees, the project was responsible for
involving at least 400 union members in support of the war against
poverty.

Of course. not all committees or committee members were
equally active and committed to anti-poverty efforts in their com-
munities. Prcci<e figures are not available on the nature and degree
of committee members' activities. Never.heless, the formation of
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these committees served to commit the local labor movements to
the local fight to help the poor, and served to provide concrete sub-
stance to labor's expression of concern for the success of this
struggle.

As a sub-goal of the project, it was vital that a formal sttacture
be built within labor to support a meaningful role in programs to
alleviate poverty. The goal was achieved almost entirely at the
local level, and was furthered by the project at the state and region-
al levels only.

Some evidence of the backing which the local labor movements
gave to the Economic Opportunity Committee is contained in an-
swers to specific questions about the degree and kind of support
received. In thirty-six out of thirty-eight committees it was reported
that "moderate" to "very strong" bac::ing was received from the
central body or local union. and twenty-one of these committees
reported either "strong" or "very strong" support.

A more concrete indication of support lies in a reported total
of $8769 in the form of cash, lost time, travel, postage, materials,
etc. which w--; donated to the work of these committees by local
union-, and local and state central bodies.

The trainees themselv , reported a total contribution of
$10,417 to the project in the form of cash, lost time, and travel. This
personal financial sacrifice on the part of the trainees amounted to
more than $100 per individual and is a notable example of corn.
.nitment to the project.

When the trainees own financial contributions are added to
those of the local unions and central bodies, the grand total is
$19,186. But this total would tend to be an underestimation of la-
bor's actual financial contribution to the project, because the figure
was obtained from only those trainees in the final interview group.

In addition. the figure does not include contributions of time
and travel costs made to the project by state federation officers and
other fun-time union officials. If the contributions made to the pro-
ject by certain union state coordinators, project planners and recruit-
ers, and national AFL-CIO officials were added, the total would
almost certainly be doubled.

As one indication of the support of the project given by all
levels of union leadership, these iii-kind financial contributions give
scree additional substance to the claim that la'Sor is committed to the
war against poverty in Appalachia.

On the other hand, not all of the trainees and the Economic
Opportunity Committees received support from rank-and-file union-
ist=. When trainees were asked whether the tank-and-file un'on

ber5 in their areas supported the work of the Economic Op-
portunity Committee, the reports from five con .nitties indicated
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that there was either no support or open aversion and opposition
to the project.

Moreover, in nine additional communities it was reported that
although there was no opposition, there was a lack of interest and
involvement among the rank-and-file. Thus, in a substantial number
of cases, the trainees lacked the moral support from their fellow
unionists which might have made their jobs easier.

However, on the whole, the support given trainees by their
local labor organizations seemed adequate. Moreover, in twenty-six
of he communities covered by this report the project participants
were not the only representatives of labor serving on CAP boards.
In addition to the trainees who were on the boards, a total of fifty-
eight non-trainee labor representatives served on boards in these
twenty-six communities. Of these fifty-eight, twenty-seven were
reported to have obtained their seats on the CAP boards as a direct
result of project trainees' efforts.

Thus certain trainees succeeded in extending their base of sup-
port to the CAP boards themselves. In addition to the element of
support provided by other labor representatives on the boards, these
non-trainee board members were significant in that since they were
able to work closely with other labor people, the patential con-
structive influence of the project on local anti-poverty policy mak-
ing was multiplied.

Turning to the actual activities of labor undertaken in the war
against poverty in the forty-four communities covered by this
report, TAles 9, 10, and 11 present information obtained from an-
swers to three questions about participation in local CAP policy

making.

TABLE 9
GROUPS THAT LABOR WORKS WITH CLOSELY

Group No. of communities*
(1C---44)

The poor 28
Minority groups 17
Community leades (educators.

ministers, politicians) 20
Elected Officials on CAP board 5

Fraternal organizations and others 2

None 6
Did not answer question 1

More than one answer could be given.
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TABLE 10
LABORS SPECIFIC INFLUENCE ON CAP BOARDS

Type of influence No. of communities

Has equalized CAP board representation
with the help of the poor and min-
ority groups 15

Has worked with the poor to keep them
informed and help diem be influenced 9

Has initiated action on specific pro-
jects such as Head Start and job
training 5

Hcs worked with minority groups to
help them stand up to powel, structure 5

President of CAP board is a labor rep.
resenti ve 5

No special influence 2
Did not answer question 3

TOTAL 44

TABLE 11
LABOR'S EFFORTS TO HELP LOW-INCOME GROUPS

GAIN A FAIR HEARING

Type of efforts No. of communities
(N=44)

Has gotten realignment of members
on the CAP board 10

Has supported projects desired by
the poor

Has sponsored rewriting of CAP by-
laws so that poor could elect
representatives 6

Has helped poor gain consideration
for employment as aides and
secretaries 3

Has removed obstacles of meeting
time and transportation so poor
could attend CAP board meetings 2

Has gotten employers to raise wages
of the poor to the minimum level 2

No special efforts made or needed 13
Did not answer question 1

TOTAL 44
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The questions were: Do labor representatives on your CAP
board work together especially closely with representatives of other
groups from your community? Does labor working together with
other groups exert any special influence on the board? Has labor in
your area made any efforts to help the low-income groups gain fair
representation in decisions that affect them?

When analyzing responses presented in these tables it is vital to
note that although community action agencies existed in all forty-
four communities from which reports were-obtained. funded CAPs
were not actually in operation in six of them.

In certain of these six communities, labor's atter tion to CAP
affairs was less important than helping in other ways to further com-
munity progress in alleviating poverty. Moreover, in one of the
forty-four communities, labor had no representative on the CAP
board and in an additional three communities labor's representation
did not include trainees.

Nevertheless, information presented in these tables indicates
that in the communities touched by the project, labor has been
particularly active on CAP boards to help insure that CAP policy
was responsive to the poor. In those cases efforts were made to in-
sure that the CAP boards listened to the poor and took their needs
into account.

Experience of the project staff with various CAPs in Appala-
chia indicates that many of them have failed to involv.. the poor in
planning and carrying out their activities.

In this respect, labor in the Region has apparently acted as a
significant community force for changing this situation. It is doubt-
ful that similarly effective results in bringing the poor into com-
munity deliberations could have been achieved 135 parties from out-
side of these communities.

The extent to which the trainees accepted the role of helping
to insure that the war against poverty would be responsive to the
poor is mirrored also in their responses in Table 12 to a question
about labor's role in CAP board affairs.

Acceptance by labor of a role in support of the interests and
participation of the poor was a goal of the project. Consequently,
emphasis was placed on the importance of this role during certain
aspects of the formal training. The foregoing data indicate that the
training apparently achieved substantial success in furthering achieve.
ment of this project goal.

The trainees' leadership activities in CAP affairs also included
the sponsorship of specific CAP projects. Our data indicate that in
fifteen communities labor has been direct'y responsible for specific
projects proposed to 0E0 or funded through CAP. But, in addition.
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in seventeen communities labor has been respons'ble for anti-pover-
ty projects accomplished independently of CAP.

TABLE 12
THE ROLE LABOR CONSIDERS IT MOST IMPORTANT

TO PLAY IN CAP BOARD AFFAIRS

Role No. of coanauaities*
(N=44)

To work actively with CAP to support
the interests of the poor 33

General commitment to anything which
will benefit the poor and the
community 14

To work directly w'th poor to organize
them and support their interests 12

To actively support manpower programs 9
To play a supporting role in education

and public relations for CAP 7

Did not answer question 3

More than one role was listed in some instances.

These projects of both CAP and non-CAP varieties include
MDTA training. Neighborhood Youth Corps. Summer Work Pro-
grams, Nelson Amendment projects, neighorhood centers, legal
services. Head Start, health programs, job corps recruitment and
trainees adjustment projects, and various service projects for low-
income groups.

In the area of manpower specifically, the reports of the trainees
indicate that in twenty-three of our forty-four communities labor
has either sponsored specific projects or at least taken steps to in-
fluence local CAPs to become active in seeking solutions for man-
power problems.

Some examples of projects for which tabor's central bodies and
Economic Opportunity Committees have been responsible are

(1) Four central bodies in Ohio, Kentucky, and West
Virginia conducted one-day citizens' conferences
on local poverty which were held in their communi-
ties. Other central bodies are actively planning
similar conferences.

(2) A central body in Ohio has helped sponsor a con.
ference on local manpower development.

Two central bodies have set up day care centers
in union halls for !ow- income children.

(3)
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(4) A central body has set up an after-school-hours
study hall in a local church for low-income children
and is conducting a survey of school dropouts.

(5) At least four central bodies in Alabama, Kentucky
and West Virginia have helped sponsor, arrange and
conduct representation elections in low-income
neighborhoods. Economic Opportunity Committee
members have met periodically with the low-in-
come groups.

(6) In West Virginia, a central body initiated and con-
ducted a project to buy or collect clothing and shoes
and distribute them to low-income families to enable
them to participate in projects such as Head Start
and Nelson Amendment work.

(7) In West Virginia, a central body provided trans-
portation for low-income children to a summer
youth camp.

(8) In West Virginia, a central body established and
conducted a program to distribute free vitamins to
low-income children.

(9) A central body in Georgia was responsible for a
project which resulted in the purchase of facilities to
be used for a day camp for low-income youth.

(10) In Georgia, a central body sponsored a successful
fund-raising project to keep a school for the cerebral
palsied from closing due to lack of funds.

(11) Central bodies in Kentucky and West Virginia are
sponsoring projects to enlist other central bodies
throughout the country to aid in the adjustment of
Job Corps graduates to new jobs and new com-
munities.

(12) A central body in South Carolina has been respon-
sible for a project to teach sewing to kw-income
women. The same central body successfully spon-
sored a telephone campaign to keep a Head Start
program from being terminated due to public op-
position to requirements that it be integrated,

( '3) A central body in West Virginia sponsored and
helped to conduct a self-help project to build a
playground in a low-income -hollow-.

(14) In Kentucky, a central body sponsored a project to
create apprenticeships in certain crafts and fill them
with the unemployed.
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( I 5) Central bodies in Maryland and West Virginia have
been instrumental in initiating and supporting
Neighborhood Youth Corps projects.

These examples do not exhaust the list of specific projects cen-
tral bodies have undertaken. And, it should be remembered that
trainees and central bodies also played a general leadership role in
community efforts against poverty.

Information presented earlier in this report indicated the
extent to which trainees have worked with low-income and com-
munity leaders in a board leadership capacity. Activities of trainees
undertaken in a leadership role do not show up in a list of specific
projects. Moreover, in many communities, considering the level of
development of interest in an organization ior anti-poverty pro.
grams, the only possible role for labor was to attempt broad com-
munity leadership.

As already pointed out, the assumption of such a role in several
instances 'ed to the reform of ineffective community action programs,
or the initiation of such programs where they did not already exist.

With respect to labor's attempt to act in a leadership capacity,
a considerable number of trainees have reported that in their com-
munities labor has become a recognized source of information and
expertness about the war against poverty.

The boards and even staffs of some CAPs are reported to be
relying on the trainees for advice and guidance concerning programs.
Such an outcome would seem as much a significant accomplishment
of the training project as labor sponsorship of specific anti-poverty
projects, and is directly in line with the stated goals of the training.

Subsequent sections of this report which deal with CAP direc-
tors' eva'uations of the trainees and case studies of individual train-
ees will serve to elaborate both the specific labor-sponsored pro-
jects listed above and labor's general leadership role.

Some idea of what the trainees themselves think about the
success of labor's leadership efforts at the community level can be
gained from answers to a question which askec whether 'abor
been successful in attempts to gain eupport for the war against pover-
ty among community citizens.

In twenty-three communities the trainees' answer was an un-
qualified yes. and in six additional communities it was a qualified
answer that some success had been gained. In fourteen communities
trainees did not feel they had been successful. and in one com-
munity no answer to the question was obtained.

The most prevalently used methods of gaining citizen support
in communities in which successful influence was reported were:
personal contacts with community leaders; meetings with local resi-
dents to educate them about the anti-poverty programs; meetings
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with the poor for organizational and educational purposes; and the
dissemination of printed educational materials to individuals and
organizations.

It is interesting to note also that on the whole the trainees felt
that labor itself had profited from this kind of involvement in ef-
forts to move local citizens to become interested in problems of
poverty.

Trainees were asked: -Has the lair or movement in your area
profited from its involvement in this project? The answers indi-
cated that in twenty-three communities it was felt that labor had
profited because its status had beer. improved, and in twenty-three
communities :t was felt that labor had profited because its mem-
bers had gained understanding of community problems and poverty.
or had gained personal satisfaction from being of benefit to the
pool and the community.

Both results were reported for the same community in several
cases. An additional two communities reported that labor had gain-
ed indirectly because its members in poverty categories could parti-
cipate in programs such as Head Start. In only eight of the forty-four
communities in the evaluation was no benefit reported from labor's
involvement.

Wh;-.,ther or not the trainees are entirely accurate in their judg-
ments about benefits to labor, their opinions need not be heavily
discounted. They do correspond to the judgments of project staff
members. But even if they are correct only in part, they indicate that
in a substantial number of communities central bodies participating
in this project have been able to assume F. successful leadership role.
Failure would not have brought labor added respect from the wider
community.

A final note concerning prob'erns faced by central bodies
should be added to this account of community reitilts. Trainees
were asked if labor encountered resistance from any special groups
or individuals in its efforts to contribute to anti poverty work. Tables
13 and 14 contain information obtained from answers to this
question and an accompanying one concerning perceived reasons
for resistance to labor's leadership activities.

From the standpoint of interest in tare success of the anti-poverty
programs, it was encouraging to find that in well over half of the
communities in the sample no serious opposition was encountered to
attempts to further anti-poverty work.

On the other hand, rrports of the trainees indicate that in al-
most 40 per cent of the communities there was opposition. and in
30 per cent of the communit;es the opposition which reportedly
existed was linked to vested interests in poverty held by the -power
structure...
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TABLE 13
GROUPS WHICH OPPOSED LABOR'S EFFORTS

Group No. of communities*
(N=44)

CAP board and staff 6
Non-business power structure (politicians,

ministers, etc.) 5

Business power structure (corporation leaders.
local businessmen) 4

Officials of public agencies and institutions
(board cf education, employment service, etc.) 4

The poor 3
Others 2

No groups opposed 26

*In some communities. more than one group opposed.

TABLE 14
PERCEIVED REASONS FOR OPPOSING LABOR

Reason No. of communities*
(N=44)

Anti-union feelings; fear of labor becoming
more powerful and influential I0

Fear that the poverty program would become
successful; vested interests in poverty 7

Desire to maintain low wages and discrimi-
natory hiring policies 5

No opposition in community 26
Did not answer question 2

one communities, more than one reason was perceived.

It would appear that such opposition has been serious enough to
block any meaningful progress by labor on behalf of the poor in a
number of communities. However, in nine communities participants
in the project reported that labor was successful in overcoming such
opposition.

Problems preventing progress toward accomplishing project
goals also were reported by trainees to have come from within the
labor movement itself. The most prevalently mentioned was that
trainees wou'd have liked to have had a greater degree of commit
ment and particination on the part of rankand-file union members.

This complaint, made in twenty communities, is of course com-
monly mentioned by miny local labor officials in connection cith
normal leadership respons'',ilities within their union organizations.
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Other problems which were reported as impeding the work
of the Economic Opportunity Committees, and which could be
considered as, at least in part, internal union problems, were ob-
taining funds, in nine communities and obtaining more support from
labor leaders, in three communities.

A COMPARISON OF PROJECT AND NON-PROJECT
ASSOCIATED CENTRAL BODIES

As part of the effort to learn about the impact of the project,
data were gathered from a sample of non-project associated central
bodies in order to compare their anti-poverty activities to those
of central bodies involved in the project. Information upon which
the comparison is based was collected by a mailed questionnaire
sent to a sample of non-project central bodies in eight of the ten
states included in the project.

Since the project primarily was directed at central bodies which
were, for the most part, within the Appalachian portions of their
states, a sizeable number of them in those states were not involved.
Even in West Virginia, which is the only one of the states wholly
within the Apalachian Region, certain central bodies for various
reasons did not participate in the project.

The non-project central bodies constitute a group similar in
many respects to those involved in the project: they are located in the
same geographic areas; are affiliated with the same state labor feder-
ations; represent workers from similar industries e. d with similar
backgrounds; and they are organized in communities of similar sizes.

These similarities made the central bodies an ideal control
group and, consequently, a sample of them was chosen to be survey-
ed. It was hypothesized that if their anti-poverty activities were less
extensive than those of the central bodies which had participated in
the project, that finding would indicate that the project had gener-
ated meaningful action.

The central bodies surveyed were not selected randomly but,
rather, were chosen to represent a range of sizes and locations simi-
lar to the range of participant bodies. Questionnaires with covering
letters asking for cooperation were mailed to a total of forty-two of
the non project central bodies.

The mailing took place in March, 1967, at the same time that
the final evaluation interviews were being conducted. A follow-up
letter from the Appalachian Council requesting cooperation was also
sent, The distribution of central bodies in the sample by states
was representative of the distribution of project central bodies. with
the exception of a heavier representation hod Ohio.

A total of twenty-three replies was received which produced
a return rate of dose to 60 per cent: \Vest Virginia, four; Georgia.
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two; Ohio. seven; Tennessee. two; Virginia. three: North Carolina,
two; South Carolina, two; and Kentucky, one.

Although the number of those who did not return their question-
naires conceivably could have biased the results. the project staff
feels that it can be assumed that such a bias would tend to under.
estimate any differences found between project and non-project
central bodies.

The logic upon which this assumption is based is that since
the central bodies knew we were interested in what labor was doing
in the way of anti-poverty work in their communities, those which
had been active would be more likely to send back the questionnaires
because they would have had something positive to repos,.

The questionnaire itself contained questions designed to elicit
information about central body activities which could be matched
against similar available information about the activities of the pro-
ject central bodies.

Other questions concerning the non-project bodies' activities
were also asked. These other questions were included in order to as-
sess whether not there were areas of anti-poverty work in which
cone( rtrations of effort might have varied between the project and
non-project bodies.

The results of the comparison indicate that project associated
central bodies were more effectively organized to conduct a leader-
ship effort in the war against poverty. and that they were bettet
represented among community action agencies and communites.

Whereas thirty-four of the thirtyfive project central bodies in
the final eva'uation group had formed Economic Opportunity Com-
mittees, only two of twenty-three non-project central bodies had
such committees.

Since it was possible that non-project central bodies might
have designated an individual as a co-ordinator of labor's anti-pover-
ty activities in their communities rather than have a committee, a
question was asked about the existence of such a coordinator. Only
three central bodies reported having appointed a coordinator, and
one of these cases was one of the central bodies that reported having
a committee.

Furthermore. in forty-three of the forty-four communities repre-
sented in the project there was labor representation on the policy
making boards of community action aFrn,ies, including trainees
in alI but three of these communities.

In comparison, only twelve of the twenty-three non-project
communities had such representation on the community action
boards. In addition, six of the twelve non- project central bodies
reporting representation were from Ohio. and Ohio central bodies
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made up only a little less than one-third of the total number of non-
participant central bodies reporting.

Therefore, the representation in the other seven states includ-
ed in the sample was even poorer than the gross figures indicate.
Moreover, very few of the non-project central bodies 112,-.e repre-
sentation on committees of other anti-poverty programs such as
Head Start or Neighborhood Youth Corps: only two reported such
representation.

Turning to donations made, in only six of the non-project com-
munities was labor repotted to have made either cash contributions
or in-kind contributions, such as meeting spaces, to any war against
poverty program or activity.

In comparison, it will be recalled from the findings presented
in previous sections of this report that labor in the project communi-
ties contributed considerable amounts of money, lime, and facili-
ties.

The labor organizations in project associated' communities also
have beer more active in work with the p:-.or, including presenting
educational programs to create interest in their problems.

More than 25 per cent of the project trainees reported they had
worked to help organize the poor and 16 per cent mentioned work-
ing to serve the poor through direct contacts. And in twenty-eight
of the forty-four project communities it was reported that labor
works with representatives of the poor on matters related to CAP.

In contrast, in only two of the non-prcject communities did
labor report that it had contributed in any way to organizing low-
income groups in order to work jointly with them toward solutions
of problems. Furthermore, sponsorship of educational programs
concerning t'le problems of poverty has been infrequ,mt among
the non-proje, central bodies.

Only two of those bodies reported having been involved in the
sponsorship of conferences on poverty and only five ha'. _ hao speak-
ers at regular union meetings to explain the war -gainst poverty to
the membership.

On the oiler hand, organizational and educational efforts
among the poor, the community. and labor were performed by a
major portion of all of the project trainees.

Only in the general area of manpower problems has labor in
non-project communities shown a moderate degree of activity. Eight
of the twenty-three non-project central bodies reported having
made efforts to find jobs for the poor. and five central bodies
reported they have helped to include members of low - income and
minority groups in apprenticeship training.

But this involvement also is more than matche I by the parti-
cipation of project central bodies in the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
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the Job Corps, Nelson Amendment projects, and general leadership
efforts in behalf of manpower programs within CAPs.

Thus, evidence obtained from the survey of contra' bodies
which have not participated in the training project indicates that
considerably less has been done to further the anti-poverty war by
these bodies thar by the central bodies which have been part of the
project.

Considered together with the data obtained from the other ap-
proaches to evaluation which were utilized, the evidence adds to a
total picture of the project from which reasonable inferences may
be drawn concerning impact. We believe it had a fairly important
impact with respect to the war against poverty.

A SURVEY OF CAP DIRECTORS' OPINIONS ABOUT THE
TRAINEES AND THE LABOR MOVEMENT

In addition to the data presented in the preceding sections of
this report, data about the trainees' community action activities were
also collected from CAP directors in the trainees' home areas.

Although the directors could not be aware of all the trainees'
activities. particularly those related to non-CAP ommunity action.
it was felt that their information and evaluations would provide
another fairly objective picture of the project's results and also anoth-
er benchmark for interpreting the data obtained from the trainees
and other sources.

Altogether, there were forty-nine CAP agencies in the trainees'
home communities and surrounding areas which appear to be rele-
vant. The directors of each was sent a letter, signed by the project
directors, which briefly indicated the nature of the project as well
r.s the name (s) of the trainee (s) in his area. In addition, the letter
asked each director to prepare a statement covering the following
points: the extent and the ways the trainees(s) contributed to the
work of the local community action agency: the extent and the ways
the local community action agency received the support of organized
labo, particularly organizations affiliated with the AFL-CIO: the
impact the training project had for the success of the Iota/ commun-
ity action agency; and any other comments which would be useful
for evaluating the impact of the training project. Such statements
were rece iced from forty of the forty-nine CAP directors. Hence.
we believe that we have a reasonably representative sample.

The information contained in the statements was studied and
placed into categories in order to permit some quantification and
summarization.

Table 15 contains data about the extent and n iture of the
trainees contributions to the work of the local con-Le-rooky action
agencies as perceived by the directors of those agencies.
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TABLE 15
CAP DIRECTORS' VIEWS OF THE TRAINEES'

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CAP AGENCIES

Contributions No. of Directors
(N=40)

Trainees served in official CAP positions 23
Trainees demonstrate a cooperative attitude

and a willingness to help with CAP work
when asked to do so 18

Trainees are good sources of ir.formation needed
for CAP work 14

Trainees have designed community action projects
on their own initiative 11

Trainees have suggested new projects 6
Trainees are enthusiastic about CAP work 4
Trainees attend official CAP meetings frequently 3
Trainees have helped educate labor and the public

on the value of CAP 3

These data indicate that most of the CAP directors have recog-
nized that the trainees made some contributions to their agencies'
work, with some directors quite cnthusiastic about the trainees and
the roles they played.

The following quotation, an example of this, also illustrates the
type of situation in which organized labor is particularly able to
be of tulp to CAP agencies:

In response to your first question . . . through the early
acquaintance developed with our AFL-CIO boys a rela-
tionship of mutual trust was developed. This relationship
was invaluable in the settling of a dispute between (the
CAP agency) awl one of the local power groups. Without
their support our (agency) was in serious difficulty . . .

(and) the future of the entire (agency) was in serious
leopard/. Through the efforts of labor as well as others,
the threat never materialized.

One other example:
Because of the training the Institute for Labor S:udies
has given these men, they are able to help interpret (the)
programs. We can depend on them to clear up misunder-
standings on what can and cannot be done. Such as the
red tape necessary, funding policies, and require-nents
o f 0E0.

Of course, not all of the trainees are contributors to CAP pro-
grams and, in some cases, the CAP directors are critical of what they
have or have not done.
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Three directors indicated that they could not evaluate the con.
tributions of the trainees either because the agency was too new or
insufficient time had elapsed to permit the trainees to have done
much by the time they received our letter.

Three directors indicated that the trainees contributed nothing
although they were given the opportunity to work with the agency.

And five directors mentioned some criticism of the trainees,
although none of the five was completely negative in the matter.
Their criticisms centered on the following: they expected the trainees
to offer more ideas than they were offering; and, the trainees were
engaging in too much "political" activity.

Then too, some of the criticism is difficult to evaluate, such as
the following statement which could be interpreted in various ways:

We believe they were genuinely interested, but the ap-
proach attempted by these three .,as in ve:y poor taste.
They would come to our meetings loaded down with rile
material which had been given to them. They always sat
together. They always tended to give the impression they
were representing 'labor', and they always ',poke on
authority from 'West Virginia University'. It seemed, gen-
erally spea'cing, they were trying to impress the group with
their wealth of knowledge. Not once have these people,
individually or as a group, approached this director in a
spirit of helpfulness or with an idea for exploration relative
to the betterment of our CAP . . . We believed we
recognize the intent of the project, and we see it as some
thing good. We feel that in some way the trainees should
have been imbued with more humility in their endeavors
rather than an approach to impress the group and in some
instances a desire for personal recognition.

All in all, our conclusion is that most of the trainees, indeed all
but a very small number, are recogn;zed by their CAP directors as
having made some contributions to the CAP agencies' work and
that most of those making contribudons are making important ones.

Accounting for the motive force for the trainees' contributions
is a more difficult matter. Our request of the directors to evaluate
the impact of the trair;ng r.roject produced little precise data. This
is not hard to understand because few of the directors were in a posi
lion where they could compare -before" and "after training" experi
ences,

Yet ;owe estimate of the value of the project can be attempted
from what data were obtained from the directors' efforts to evaluate
the impact of the project a'ong with the information they gave us
about their views of the trainees' contributions to their CAP agencies.

Turning first to the trainees' contributions described in Table
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15, some of these simply could not have been made without train-
ing of some kind since, by their own admission (discussed in a pre-
ceding section of this report) few of the trainees believed they were
experts in CAP prior to the training.

Yet fourteen out of forty directors indicated that the trainees
are good sources of information about CAP activity. In fact some
of them indicated that the trainees knew far more about CAP than
they did. Also eleven directors indicated that trainees designed new
community action projects and six said that trainees have suggested
new projects. This is some evidence of the project's impact.

The directors' response to the request to evaluate the impact
of the project provides other evidence, even though it is not as pre-
cise as one would desire.

One director said the training was a "positive experience"
without further elaboration.

Three said that the project helped to create "enthusiasm" in
the labor movement for involvement in anti-poverty efforts.

One said the project served as a "catalyst" to bring about the
active participation of CAP agencies and labor in the war on poverty.

'Ten mentioned value of the project for transmitting impor-
tant information to the trainees.

Three said that more training projects of this type should bv
undertaken.

Three said the project contributed to the success of their CAP's
without indicating "how".

Sixteen did not comment on the project's impact. And three
said the project had no impact whatsoever.

Finally, we also believed it would be of some value to obtain
the directors' views about the extent to which organized labor,
particularly the AFL-C10, provided support for their CAP agencies'
efforts.

The primary reason for this was the need to assess the ex.
tent to which the trainees a the training project were able to secure
the backing and support of the labor movement in their anti-poverty
activities, thus multip'ying their effectiveness.

Seventeen directors said that organized labor has been most
cooperative" with respect to community action projects. Seven
said that labor has made in-kind or dollar contributions to their
agencies.

Two said that because unions are aware of the condition of
"working" people and the poor, they were able to function as a
communications link between CAP agencies and the people who are
the object of the agencies' concern. Two directors said that organi-
zed labor was helpful in "public education" in the sense of explain.
ing the purposes of community action,
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Three said that organized labor either initiated or helped in
the formation of new community action agencies. Two indicated thlt
their agencies had "satisfactory" relationships with labor.

Three said that they had no means of measuring labor's sup-
port. Four did not respond to the question. And seven, (out of
forty) directors said that organized labor did not provide ,:.,ch
support to their agencies outside of representation on boards and
comrnittees.

An illustration of the type of contribution organized labor does
(or could) make to community action agencies is provided by the
following excerpt from one of the director's statement:

The extent of support of the membership of the AFL-CIO
in our area has been to provide complete support of our
programs. One of the main efforts has been to provide
resources for the understanding of the ideals and op-
portunities provided by the 0E0 Program. Other areas
have been in the field of volunteer activities and cash
donations to the existing programs and in providing in-
formation and guidance to the types of programs that
would be beneficial for the area.

Further analysis of these data revealed that the directors who
said that labor provided little or no help. or who were somewhat
ambiguous about the question, tended strongly to be located in
geographic areas which had relatively few unicnists.

Thus, in some cases it would ve been absolutely impossible
for labor to provide any significant support for community action
because of the movement's lack of power and influence in those
areas.

The point which stands out, not surprisingly, is that in order to
optimize the project's output, participants in this type of proje,,t
must be drawn from areas in which organized labor is relatively
strong.

In areas where organized labor is relatively strong there is
a strong tendency for CAP directors to report that they receive
significant support of diverse types from unions.

In general, however, the data obtained from the CAP directors
indicate both that the training project had a noticeable positive
impact for the success of the work of their cornmmity action agen
cies and that the labor movement is -backing-up" the efforts of the
project's trainees to function as community action "leaders."
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CHAPTER 4

Case Studies of Individual
Trainees

During the course of the project, staff members in particular,
the Project Associates came to know many trainees well, and
acquired considerable knowledge of both their strengths and weak-
nesses.

Reports about some of the trainees also were available from
officials of the lal.or movement who had maintained more-or-less
continuing contact with therm

In addition, certain trainees were asked to prepare detailed
written accounts of their participation in the project. Some of these
same trainees came to be known well by the project director and
associate project director through correspondence and personal
conversation'.

Utilizing this knowledge it is possible to piece together studies
of some of the more interesting cases of individual trainees' progress
and accomplishments in the project. Some of the cases tend to be
longer and more detailed than others but all provide some of the
individual flavor of the trainees problems and successes.

As personalized accounts of tl.e impact of the training project,
the cases add a flesh-and-blood dimension to the evaluation. More
importantly, they provide additional insight into the various ways
in which participation in the project was translated into meaningful
action to help alleviate poverty.

The cases chosen for presentation are not necessarily either
typical, or atypical. They were selected because they illustrate parti-
cularly well the nature and extent of the influence the project was
able to exert on certain individuals.

No cases of trainees who were influenced little or not at all by
the project will be presented: there were a few of these but they
constituted a small and distinct minority. Their cases do not concern
our major point: that the project did have a considerable impact on
many trainees.

Case A

Male trainee A was from a rural Appalachian county in one
of the more southern states in the region covered by the project. Al-
though trainee A was an active local union official, in the county of
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his residence there was little or no organized union movement and
anti-union sentiment ran strong.

The trainee, himself, Was employed in another county so there
was little or no chance for him to build a base of support or help for
his efforts within labor in his own area.

Prior to his first week of training, as he put it, "I had read of
the war on poverty in our local newspaper, but even when the Presi-
dent of the United States spoke on TV of so much poverty in the
U. S., 1 paid little attention to him". Until he entered the project he
had not been interested enough to determine whether there wa3 an
action agency in existence to fight poverty in his county.

The first week of training stimulated his interest in the pro-
blem of poverty and created curiosity about what was being done,
but it left him with considerable uncertainty about the nature of what
role, if any, he could play.

Upon returning home, his first step was to inquire about wheth-
er anything had been done to form an action agency in his county.
These inquiries led to the offices of the county judge and a county
extension agent. Trainee A found that these officials, at the urging
of the state OEO technical assistance agency, were at that time look-
ing for an interested citizen willing to spearhead a committee to
form a county CAP.

Our trainee became the catalytic agent around which these ef-
forts crystallized, and less than a week after the end of his first week
of training, he helped to set up a community meeting to szimulate
interest in a county CAP.

He was subsequently elected chairman of the county CAP com-
mittee. As he put it, "without the knowledge that the training school
gave to me 1 fully believe that we could not have formed a working
committee."

Shortly after returning from the project's second week of train-
ing, trainee Ns county was asked to join three adjacent counties in
a multi-county CAP. Trainee A was elected vice-president of the
multi-county agency board of directors and was a leading force in
readying the organization for effective action. The milti-county CAP
was funded and presently has several projects underway.

He was instrumental in obtaining approval for one of these
projects from the regional OEO office where it had been held up. He
has also been effective in gaining support for CAP from the local
ministerial association and local business people. At present he is
holding a full-time position as a recruiter for the Job Corps.

Case B

Trainee B, a last minute nomination to the project from one of
the deep southern states of Appalachia, WM; selected as a result of
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his activity in union central body work and was notified of his selec-
tion about one week before training started.

At that time he had only the barest knowledge of the intent of
the project, knew nothing of the war on poverty, and had never
been involved in community work. Although he had doubts about
his alsility to contribute in a meaningful way to the project as he initi..
ally .inderstood it, he decided he would try.

At the beginning of the project his attitude toward poverty was
as represented in his own statement: -I was hard put to believe that
very much poverty existed in the United States . . . let alone in my
own county'..

The training experience awakened B to the problem of poverty.
He reported that after reading In the Midst of Plenty between the
project's first and second training weeks, he remarked to his wife
that they threw away as much food as some families had to exist on
for a month.

After the second week of training, he was instrumental in form-
ing an Economic Opportunity Committee in his central body, and
since then has been responsible for organizing such committees with-
in several local unions in neighboring counties that do not have
central bodies.

He has shared his information about community action with
these committees and is counting on them to be active in a new
multi-county CAP in his area,

He personally became actively involved with his county CAP
after his training and was named to its board of directors. He has
played an important role in its operation.

At the time that B became a member of the CAP board, the
action agency had achieved little or no substantial progress. Rewrit-
ing of by-laws and petty problems caused continual delays and the
board was beset with frustration. No planning and development
grant had been received. Arguing against a motion to disband the
CAP under the circumstances, trainee B was helpful in getting the
board to consider new avenues of approach. Partly as a result of his
leadership, it was decided to redouble tha efforts to establish an op-
erational program.

The board shortly thereafter was asked to join forces with five
other counties in an effort to obtain funding for a multi-county oper-
ation to which there was substantial opposition. With his specialized
training, B was able to help to convince his board to go along with
the mdti-county idea,

At pre,ent he is functioning as a -resource person.' for his
hoard and has continued to work within 'abor, He has obtained
agreement from his Economic Opportunity Committee that it will
volunteer its services to help to organize and conduct representation
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elections in target neighborhoods. In addition, his central body
worked in helping to support and conduct a one-day community
conference on the need for CAP.

Case C

A trainee from West Virginia was a labor representative to the
board of directors of his county action agency at the time he was
selected to participate in the project. In the fourteen months he spent
as a board member prior to the project's first week of training,
trainee C spent approximately fifty hours on community action af-
fairs. This was a period of organization for his CAP during which
by-laws were written, a staff was hired, and several projects funded.

However, he reported that: "There weren't many on the board
who knew about OEO, HEW, OJT, MDTA, or any other Federal
programs in that period. There was little or no participation of the
poor in board affairs. There was little or no community involve-
ment of the poor."

After the initial two weeks of project training, C and another
trainee from his central body organized an Economic Opportunity
Committee of eleven members. With the background of the basic
philosophy of the war against poverty which they had learned dur-
ing training, C and his colleague recognized the inadequacy of the
degree of participation of the poor in the county LAP. The com-
mittee which they 'had formed decided it could move the CAP board
to obtain greater involvement of the poor by an organizing campaign
of its own.

A target area was chosen and an organizational meeting was
advertised through local churches, labor organizations, and schools.
Committee members met with citizens of the community, discussed
the OEO programs which had been funded in the county and those
planned for. the future, and asked that a three member Community
Committee be formed to join labor's Economic Opportunity Com-
mittee. The same procedure was used to organize three additional
target communities.

The action v-hich was taken led directly to the election of the
chairmen of the target community committees to seats on the county
action agency board. Subsequently, two of these representatives were
elected to the board of directors of a newly formed multi-county
agency.

Having achieved more equitable representation of the poor in
his CAP. trainee C turned his attention to the mediation of an em
ployee dispute on a Nelson Amendment project.

lie was asked to chair the board's evaluation committee and
was later elected vice-president of the board. Out of his involvement
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in the Nelson Amendment project came an awareness that low-
income employees of CAP and children attending Head Start class-
es did not have adequate clothing, and shoes for participation in CAP
programs during cold weather.

Labor's Economic Opportunity Committee initiated a project
to help alleviate the situation. Contributions of cash and clothing
were solicited from citizens and merchants of the county, clothing
was collected and purchased, and the union hall opened two days a
week for distribution of the clothing to low-income families. Some
union wives helped in the project.

In some cases, needy families were identified through Head
Start teachers who were invited to discuss the problems of low-in-
come families with the committee. The program has provided help
to more than 200 low income, children and adults and it is anticipated
that it will be continued on a permanent basis.

C has also acted as an evaluator of a neighboring multi-coun-
ty CAP program. At present, he is the full-time director of a recently
funded Neighborhood Youth Corps project in his area. Interesting-
ly, the project is operating effc.ctively despite local groups who
claimed that it wasn't neerled and wouldn't work even if it were
needed.

Case D

Female trailiee D, from one of the more southern states of Ap.
paltchia, is the vice-president of her local union.

During the first week of training, she suffered from feelings that
she had nothing to contribute to the project. She tended to be shy
Lnd reserved and openly stated that although she wanted to help
she would rather work alone in some capacity with the poor. In
other words, she had very great doubts about bein'; able to lead in
the capacity that was being suggested to the trainees.

Upon returning home from the initial training experience, D
helped organize an Economic Opportunity Committee and then of-
fered her services as a volunteer to her local CAP. Subsequently, she
spent several hundred hours recruiting for adult basic education
classes in low income neighborhoods.

Gaining confidence, commitment, and increasing interest as
time passed, she initiated efforts to establish a child care center to
facilitate attendance of low-income mothers at basic education Jass-
es. In addition, she began a project to provide sewing classes (or
women from low-income families. More recently. she has become
involved in leadership efforts to achieN.e reorganization of the CAP
board to more adequately -epresent low-income groups and has
been responsible for a telephone campaign which helped save a
Head Start program by marshalling public opinion in its favor.
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Inasmuch as this woman knew little or nothing at the beginning
of the project about the war against poverty or the problems which
create poor people and considering her initial lack of in her
ability to lead, the following excerpt from onn of her letters speaks
volumes

We have just completed the door-todoor application for
Head Start this summer.
Also, I met with Mr. , Director of the
neighborhood centers and he said he wanted our volun-
teers to work in the renters teaching his low-income people
to sew and carry out our "Home Service" project.
The assistant director of CAP tried to get this project
funded for us but was turned down, which we already
knew would be the case. Mr. seemed
rather enthused so now for the next few weeks we'll be
looking for volunteers to fill these posts.

Trainee D's sincere compassion for the poor was reflected in
conversations with her about the project. She also possessed an
intense feeling of responsibility to do something to help because the
government has trained me and expects something in return". It is
highly probable that her commitment will result in a continuing
leadership role to help the poor in her community.

Case E

Female trainee E, from Virginia, was unfamiliar with anti-
poverty programs before attending the first training week, Acting
upon suggestions made during that training period she returned
home and successfully organized an Economic Opportunity Com-
mittee within the labor movement in her county.

Her next step was to lead an inquiry into the state of anti-
poverty efforts in her county. At the time no action agency had been
formed, nor had any thought been given to forming one.

E met personally with he county commissioner, the mays. and
other interested civic officials to attempt to explain the importance
of forming an action agency in the county. The information gained
during her training experience was an indispensable aid in her at
tempts to develop community interest in doing something about the
problems of the poor. Largely as a result of trainee E's efforts at
leadership, a CAP organization for the county was formed. She was
made the secretary of the hoard. The CAP organization subsequently
was extended to include a tri-county area. Although at last rep"rt the
tri-county CAP was not yet funded, it had been placed on the prior.
ity list for future funding.
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Case F

Trainee F. from Ohio. was the chairman of the board of direc-
tors of his actioa agency when he entered the project April, 1966.
He had served as chairman of his board since its inception in Jan-
uary, 1965. and in this capacity had encountered many problems.
including not being able to get programs fundeo, even though the
CAP director had worked on many ideas.

The image of the community action agency among the citizens
in the county was poor and at the time he entered the training pro-
ject the program development grant of his action agency was Phout
to run out. Despite the joining of his agency into a tricount) CAP
his feeling at th: time was, "1 was ready t.: quit if we did not get a
Neighborhood Youth Corps project funded-.

Attendance at the first two weeks of project training gave F
the information and confidence he needed to redouble his efforts.
lo hit own words:

I am sure that had thi4 school never come along the -var
on poverty program of our three counties would have been
slowed down and probably been out of operation. the
school helped because the shot in the arm I received was
passed to the faithful group who worked with me in the
county . . . after the first and second week of training,
1 came home determined we would somehow not iet the
poor people down.

Acting with his renewed confidence, he obtained a resigr.ation
from the CAP director, hired a new temporary director. end through
his own personal contacts was Ale to get a Neighborhood Youth
Corps out-of-school project funded.

Suboequently. trainee F was largely responsible for the fund-
ing of a conduct and administration grant for his agency and a legal
aid project. He is still the chairman of the board of the tri-county
CAP even though he says: felt that being preside It of the county
AFL-CIO council was hurting the image of our CAP group but the
other members of the board of trustees did not think ro".

Recently, F was responsible for i,:itiating action leading to the
conduct of a tri-county manpower survey. A manpower committee
was formed in his CAP and he was instrumental in organizing a
manpower conference in his community with participants represent-
ing the U. S. Department of Labor, local welfare agencies, CAP
staff, area employers, bankers. representatives of the poor. organiz.
ed labor. and others. Again, in his words, "The App.tlachian school
can take credit for the ... information on manpower development."

It seems clear that in this case the training project provided
information to a trainee who was in desperate need of it and in a
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position to use it to great advantage to get his community moving in
the war against poverty.

Case G

Trainee G said: "Before the project my involvement in corn-
manity problems was somewhat that of any other non-informed,
unconcerned resident. I was active only in things that pertained to
my personal being or welfare". G was, in essence, an average active
union member at the time of his entry into training.

Interest in the war against poverty, generated by the first two
weeks of training, led G to make a personal survey of anti-poverty
activities in his area. His involvement in the project lets to his ap-
pointment to a place on the. hoard of advisors to the sun trier Head
Start program in his county and to a seat on the program committee
of the county CAP.

Trainee G subsequently became one of two trainees on his Econ-
ornic Opportunity Committee to take major responsibility for a central
body project in a designated CAP target area. Although designated
as a target area, CAP funds were not available for any meaningful
work in the area, which was one mile wide and fourteen miles long
and cont :ned 5000 families.

The central body project was to build a playground and multi-
purpose community building on a seven and one-half acre tract of
land. Largely through the efforts of G and two other trainees, a coal
company was persuaded to donate the lard, another firm agreed to
donate stone, and still another to donate a truck to haul it.

The trainees also have attempted to get a Nelson Amendment
proposal funded to put low-income men work on the project.
Much wcrk already has been accomplished by men from the com-
munity who have worked as volunteers.

G also is active in the civil rights movement and has been able
to use his considerable knowledge of the anti- poverty programs in
this capacity. Recently, he has played an important role in attempts
to establish an 01C program in his community. He has also served
as a member of a survey team evaluating another CAP program in
his state.

summary

More cases such as the foregoing could be cited, but what has
been presented provides adequate representation. Some cases tend
to be dramatic. Others are less so. 11:t all seem to illustrate an im-
portant point about the training project.

The effectiveness of the training was roughly in proportion to
the trainees' own readiness, prior level of information, and com-
munity leadership status. The impact of the training on the indiv-
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idual depended on these factors, and what was done with the train.
ing depended on the state of the war against poverty in the trainees'
community, the strength of the labor Inoiement, and the trainees'
position in the movement and the community.

In effect, the trainees tended to use the training in their own
ways in light of the needs of the community as they perceived them,
and within the limits of their own personalities and abilities.

Yet, in almost every case a change in personal style and effec-
tiveness also can be attributed to the project, Such changes, when
combined with a trainees stepping into a void which needed to be
filled by a willing leader, led to the most dramatic results.
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CHAPTER 5

Other Results of the
Training Project

Related Projects
hi addition to the community action efforts engaged in by the

trainees, the project has produced other results as well. These have
come both from the labor movement and West Virginia University;
and in some respects they could be considered as major achievements
of the project, even though they cannot be fitted into the stated goals
of the project as these were conceptualized prior to its' design,

First. the project provided a basis for the continuing develop.
ment and strengthening of the AFL-CIO Appalachian Council, which
is comprised of the state labor federations of the states in the Ap-
palachie.n Region.

It is undoubtedly true that the Council, organized on the prin-
ciple that organized labor has a strong interest in and commitment
to work toward the i....onomic and social development of Appalachia
and all of its people, would have progressed with or without the pro-
ject. But the point it th:-,t the project faci'itated the Council's pro.
gress in that it provided a focus and outlet for its i.nterest ar.d ener-
gies.

Since the inception of the project, the Council and its affiliates
have provided leadership for the sponsorship and execution of a
number t. f othr community action projects.

To a considerable extent, the project's trainees have been
recruited to serve as staff members for thcge projects, as mentioned
in preceding sections of this report. And, i many car.es the projects
have had the effect of drawing into the war aghinst poverty union
leaders and rink- and -file who were not reached directly by the
training project. Some of the more noteworthy of these projects are
as follows:

( I ) OPERATION HELPING HAND. Sponsored by
the (West Virginia) Kanawha Valley Labor Coun-
cil, AFL-CIO, this project consistq of the "adop-
tion" of the Charleston, West Virginia Women's
Job Corps Center by the Council. Essentially, the
object of the project is to smooth the transition
of the Job Corps Center's graduates from training to
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the main-stream of life in American society. Resum-
es of all graduates are sent to the labor councils in
the cities in which the graduates will live. In addi-
tion, each of these councils is given an explanation
of the Job Cotps and each of them is requestel to
extend a 'helping hand" to the graduates of the Job
Corps.

This project has at' acted a certain amount of
attention and interest beyond the Charleston area.
The national AFL-CIO has sent information about
it to every central labor council in or near a Job
Corps Center with its indication of support for ex-
tension of the project. Thus, it is possible that in the
Inure many more graduates of other Job Corps
Centers will benefit from this kind of project. Furth-
ermore, the Retail Clerks International Unii,n has
demonstrated some interest in placing Job Corps'
trainees in retail sales training courses. H present
plans arc adopted, the Union will "adopt'. certain of
the Corps' gradnates and its local unions will work
to secure employment for them. if this is attempted
and proven to be acceptable, the AFL-CIO Appala-
chian Council plans to contact other international
unions and request them to offer similar assistance
in their respective work jurisdictions.

(2) VISTA TRAINING. The West Virginia Labor
Labor Federation, AFL-CIO. has contracted to
conduct training programs for VISTA volunteers.
At this time some of the training has been com-
pleted successfully. Several of the participants in
the Union Leadership Training for Community
Action Project served as staff members in the
V'''TA Training program.

(3) JOB CORPS RECRUITMENT. The AFL-CIO
Appalachian Council has received funds to recruit
participants for Job Corps' programs. The poverty
areas of the states in the Appalachian Region are
being canvassed to enlist 3500-5000 or more boys
for the Job Corps with major emphasis being given
to locating the boys through the AFL-CIO local
unions and central bodies in Appalachia. Fourteen
trainees of this project have been given staff posi-
tions in the Joy Corps Recruitment project.

(4) NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPS. A Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps "out-of.schoor program has
'peen established on a pilot basis in Morg-,town.
West Virginia. Directed by a trainee of this project,
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it is sponsored by the West Virginia, Labor Federa-
tion. AFL-CIO in cooperation with the Morgantown
Central Labor Council, AFL-C10. At present the
program includes 100 young people, although it is
anticipated that it will be expanded in the near
future. The emphasis of this program is on experi-
mentation in creating meaningful work experiences
combined with remedial education experiences. if
it proves successful, and all indications are favor-
able at this time, it will be extended to other areas
of Appalachia in the future.

(5) CAP EVALUATION. At the request of the West
Central West Virginia CAP, four of the project's
trainees -erved as meraberr of an evaluation group
that ma e personal visits to each target group in a
multi _otaity ,,rea. Sinmar requeets for evaluation
:ssistance have been received fr,m other commun-
ity action programs.

(6) APPALACHIAN MANPOWER 1 R O G R A M.
The AFL-CIO Appalachian Count U has begun an
"on-the-job- training project whil. will provide
about 3000 job opportunities for the unemployed
and underemployed. Financed by a grant from the
U. S. Department of Labor, one feature of the pro-
ject is that it is an attempt by the Council to work
directly with employers and local union leaders in
an effort to overcome the traditional hostility and
opposition to certain occupational training pro-
grams. Several of the training project participants
serve as staff members of this project.

Next, the AFL CIO Appalachian Council and the Institute for
Labor Studies of West Virginia University co-sponsored a "Man-
power in "Appalachia.' conference in May, 1966, bringing together
some of the foremost experts in the field of manpower deve'opment
in the United States and more than 300 Appalachian labor, business
and other leaders. The costs, borne by West Virginia University,
were estimated at over $10,000.

Several important results can be attributed to this conference.
The project staff and the Council shifted some of their efforts to the
manpower development problem some months before it became gen-
erally popular to emphasize this activity. Indeed, the origin of some
of the project.' listed above can be traced to this conference.

Also, West Virginia University's Appalachian Center has nego-
tiated an agreement with the Legislative Manpower Commission of
West Virginia which provides for the organization of a system of
manpower committees throughout this State to perform the follow-
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ing functions: study the State's manpower problems and alternative
solutions for them; propose programs to the State's Legislature for
possible legislative implementation; and. initiate and support local
community action programs.

This work, which inevitably will tend to center on the problems
of the poor and the minority groups, will be supported primarily by
West Virginia University and its cost is expected to amount to thou-
sands of dollars annually. If this work is successful, it is possible that
similar efforts will be made in other states.

In addition, a proposal was funded effective July 1. 1966.
under Title 1 of the Higher Education Act to provide community
action training for lasg.--r numbers of union lealsrs in 'West Virginia
than were reached by the project being reported, although the train-
ing of necessity was and will be considerably less intensive as well as
non-residential. This project, which has an annual budget of around
$30.000 had one hundred Linty-four participants in the fiscal year
1966-1967.

Finally, at the suggestion of the project's staff, the University's
Appalachian Center has begun an intensive CAP staff training pro-
ject in McDowell County. West Virginia. This project, being con-
ducted on an experimental basis, is supported entirety with Univer-
sity funds at the present time.

The projects listed in tliis sectior. of the report are "spin-offs"
relative to the major goals of the training project funded by the Of-
fice of Economic Opportunity. However, it is suggested that they are
significant accomplishments in themselves.

Furthermore, they illustrate the efforts made to multiply- the
impact of the project beyond the impact produced by the original
trainees. Detailed reports of each of these "spin-off" projects will be
prepared at the appropriate time which will indicate more precisely
their accomplishments.

Impact of the Project on the Labor

Movement, The Individual Trainees,

and the War On Poverty

Introductio-i

It is inevitable that those people who are drawn into a move.
ment such as the war on poverty find themselves experiencing many
changes, with the usual division into "good" and "bad" categories.
And the sincere combatant in Appalachia may experience many more
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changes of a more intense nature simply because of the enormity
and pervasive visibility of the problem to be solved in this region.

At the same time, organizations which enter into such wars also
change. On balance they may become stronger, if the war is a popu-
lar one among their membership, or they may become weaker, if
the war results in the dissipation of scarce resources.

The purpose of this section of the report is to attempt to as-
sess the extent and nature to which the project has impacted on the
labor movement, the individual trainees, and the Appalachian war
on poverty.

it is recognized that this task is most intricate, dependent on
impressionistic data, and probably premature since tie results of
the project may not u afold completely for a number of years. More-
over, the assessment presented is incomplete since it should also in-
clude, at the very least, the project staff and even West Virginia
University. However, circumstances are such that inclub;an of the
latter two is not practical at this time.

impact on the Labor Movement

Perhaps the most profound impact the project has had on the
labor movement in Appalachia is that it seemingly has led to the
growth of a more socially conscious unionism and union leadership.
One of the project associates summed up his impression of the pro-
ject's impact following a number of interviews with the trainees in
his states as follows:

The impact, to repeat these people, is that they've chan-
ged their attitudes. They've become more aware that labor
must be active in the community. They've got to have
broad-based community support and understanding of
their total picture, not just their work-stoppage records
and their militancy at the bargaining table. They've come
to understand that they've got to span from the eight-hour-
a-day to the twenty-four-hour-a-day union approach.
They've come to realize that they must work Together with
all groups and that labor has something to give...

The evidence of the evolution to the "new" unionism stems from
developments associated with the project which occurred within
the labor organizations and which had the effect of changing the
organizations relations to their community.

One of the developments within the unions in Appalachia af-
fected by the project is that many rank-and-file members have be-
come more aware of, and have come to accept, the war on poverty
more completely because they have seen and heard about their
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leaders' efforts in that war. Then, too, they have been it:yen explana-
tions about it which they didn't get in the past.

In a growing number of instances they are becoming convinced
that community action is a legitimate area of union operations, in.
deed one which is nc Tssary to support the union movemnt's tradi-
tional programs. As this is occurring, more and more union mem-
bers are becoming involved in community action work an-I, to all
appearances, are gaining satisfactions from it they had not wevious,
ly received from union membership.

Simultaneously, there are some preliminary indications that
here and there union mt mbers are becoming dissatisfied with leaders
who lack a commitmer.t to social change which promises a better life
for more and more people, this, of course, in addition to the conven-
tional benefits from union membership.

This is not to say tha. the labor movement in Appalachia, or in
the U. S., has developed the necessary and sufficient conditions for
a Tactical change of its philosophy. What is suggested is that certain
subtle changes are occurring which might later have serious impli-
cations for the Region's bre nd of unionism.

Our final example of al internal change is that the project has
to some extent deepened the movement's leadership base. It has
produced somewhat more sophisticated types of leaders, some of
whom are beginning to ques'ion some of labor's customary prac-
tices.

In commenting on unionism and the war on poverty one young
labor leader said:

In the . . . central bodies and the state federations, their
philosophy is involvement. But the international unions
are not concerned about being involved a all. They're
just not concerned with this thing. They're concerned
with their own problems.... I'm thinking and I'm speak-
ing of one particular area. . . . Whel you talk with pocr
people and you're a labor man, and you', interested in
their problems, they look at you and say, 'I'd like to have
a job. This is my problem, I'm unemployed. But your
union is not interested in me because you have all of these
qualifications'. (The internationals are) going to have to
change some of their methods of operatics. That is a
touchy problem... but I do think they're going to have
to open up their friendship ranks.

Turning to the trainees' unions and their communities, labor's
community action work resulted in some fairly fundamental changes
of relationship in certain cases.

First, in a number of instances labor's new role had an impact
on its image. In a growing number of communities the unions in-
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creasingly are corning to be viewed as an effective source of com-
munity leadership.

Increasing public acceptance of this role probably is explained
by labor's having shown itself to the community as having interests
in community affairs which transcend the economic and other self-
interests of its members.

Along with this, labor demonstrated it was willing to commit
resources and energy to community affhirs most in need of attention
even through these problem areaspoverty, unemployment, etc.
are among the least attractive in which to perform in a "public ser.:
vice" capacity.

As a result, according to one project associate who was trying
to pinpoint the real value of the trainees' work:

these people (the trainees), although they do repre-
sent organized labor, (made the communities understand)
they're not the ogres that they were once made up to be.
Some of these commun;ties have been steeped in tradi-
tion which goes way back that labor is militant, is losing
the members' and the public's interest, and is only interest-
ed in disrupting the community. But I think (the trainees)
made (it) known that they can offer something to the
community (without disrupting it). ... by so doing they
become acceptable. And the work labor' is not ugly any
longer.

Another charge of some consequence is that labor's work and closer
contact with the poor evidently has produced a larger number of
people with pro-labor attitudes.

Two other factors deserve to he rnentioned. One is that in cer-
tain areas the trainees work in community action seems to have in-
creased labor's political influence.

While this deserves additional study, several possible explana-
tions for this are ( I ) that labor took a stand on an issue that had
political overtones, which previously had been ignored, one way or
another, by those with political inf:Jence. If so labor created a new
political base. Or (2) that labor simply started making more "noise"
than it had been in the past, thus coming closer to achievement of
its political potertial. In any event, in at least several geographic
areas, certain elected officials have been subjected to various "liber-
alizing" pressures.

The other factor is that, one way or another, those associated
with-the field work of the project learned that in a number of corn.
munitier labor by itself doesn't have sufficient strength to make the
community action concept work.

In those cases, the trainees found thst they would have to culti-
vate the support of other interest groups with *Atom they did not
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have previous r.-lationships. The effect of this has been for labor
to "spread itself around" in a number of communities and, in some
cases is walking in and out of more doors than it did in the past.
Quite a few of these new relationships appear to be compatible and
stable.

In essence, then, the project's impact on the Region's labor
movement seems to be having started a gradual change in members'
expectations about unionism while broadening its acceptance and
influence in the community. if these trends continue it could well be
that labor will strike the spark that will light Cite fire of social change
in Appalachia.

Impact on the Trainees as Individuals
Some of the project's impact upon the trainees has already been

described. A number of the trainees, especially among those from
the more Southern States, completely changed their attitudes toward
Negroes, abandoning discriminatory tendencies to all apprances.

Some of the trainees changed their attitudes And beliefs about
the factors which cause and maintain poverty and came to recognize
that much poverty is beyond the poor people's control.

And some of them finally began .o see poverty as an important
and fairly widespread social problem, both :n the Appalachian
Region and the rest of the country as well

As significant as these changes are they were accompanied by
still other changes which, in addition to the foregoing, have and will
change the lives of many of the trainees in most profound ways.

For some. their work in community action already has helped
them rise to higher positions in the labor movement. In the future, it

likely that still others will reach higher eIntive offices !an would
have been the case without the combination of the project's training
and the "action'. experiences it facilitated. In other cases, the trainees
have experienced upward mobility within CAP agencies.

An interesting illustration of this is provided by one trainee who
was not involved in his community's CAP agency but who today is
president of its board of directors.

/n still other cases, the trainees' work in community action led
to their advancing within the structure of their communities. For
example, one trainee who, by his own admission, was quite politically
inactive prior to the project, ran for and won the position of mayor
in his city. In addition we know of several other trainees who have
become far mote active in politics as a direct ck nsequence of this
community action work.

It is not claimed that the project had a great deal of success in
creating new leaders. It is doubtful that one could make the transi-
tion between the "followers'. types of personality and skills and those

%I
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associated with leadership- with four weeks of training and a little
more than one year's experience, no matter how high their quality.

But what the project probably did was .o create a new leader-
ski:, arena which, along with the trainees' action, guided and aided
by the field support given to them, permitted certain cf them to
achieve leadership potentials denied to them by the situations they
were in.

And with the achievement of higher positions, and with more
widespread recognition in their communities, their roles and status
changed in certain ways. some of which undoubtedly are producing
more personal satisfactions for those experiencing them.

But in other cases the changes reinforced the efforts of the
project. Traces cf both these effects are evident in the following
statement made by one of the trainees:

For example, last night, in just going out to the howling
alley and bowling, so many people came around that I've
been working with, and that I see, and started talking about
the war on poverty. So, you know, you've got to be know-
ledgeable about the war on poverty to :arr or a conversa-
tion with these people. They know I'm working in tins
war.
Perhaps the greatest changes of all are being experienced by

about twenty-five to thirty trainees who have taker, full-time posi-
tions in various anti-poverty programs. Not only 1,-,ve they exper-
ienced some or all of the changes described above, but their lives
have been changed to the extern that a fairly drestiP shift in occupa
lions can produce.

According to wk. !mown ab nit this, the social and psycho.
logical changes have been as drastic as the occupational shifts. Since
these occupational mot es have been voluntary, one may assume that
the trainees who made them saw them as opportunities to achieve
more satisfactions of one kind or another.

The danger, or course, is that those trainees who experienced
upward social mobility because of their community action work may
lose the commitment which made that rnol,ility possible. Effective
community action requires staying in fairly close contact with the
hard-core poor in one way or another. And this is a grim task.

Yet. :hus far, those trainees who have made the greatest strides
in teims of advancing their social status and position are among
the ones who have been most willing to actually go into the homes
of the poor, talk with them, and use that experience to guide their
work. It will oe interesting to follow their future histories in this
matter.

In any evenr the fundamental point is that participation in the
project has resulted in significant changes in the lives of many of the
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trainees. For most, while they have been contributing to the welfare
of others they have received their own rewards. If only the classical
economist's conception of the competitive market worked as well

Impact on the Poverty Program
Although quite a bit has already been presented with respect

to the trainees impact on the anti-poverty program, particuhrly the
CAPs, we concluded it would be useful to present in summary form
a description of that impact based both upon the data obtained from
various sources and our own impressions.

The importance of this subject is that it represents the essence
of the goals of the project - was the project successful or unsuccess-
ful for facilitating and making community action efforts more ef-
fective?

First, many of the trainees are performing an important function
by serving as sources of information about community action in their
communities. They are providing this information to CAP staffs and
governing boards as well as other interested parties in the commun-
ity. For the most part, the trainees obtained their information as a
direct result of the project, and some of it is being used to attempt
new programs supported by previously untapped resources.

Next, many of those trainees who have been active in com-
munity action are helping to make the programs more responsive to
the needs of the poor. They are able to do this because of the nature
of the training, which was based in part on what is known about the
poor, and their way of life, their visits to the areas and homes of the
poor, and because many of them live among, or not far from, the
poor.

The importance of this function probably is greater :n Appal-
achia s..y, the more urban areas of the country, which seem to
generate rather articulate and sophisticated representatives of the
poor and the racial minorities. In contrast, the p .'or in Appalachia
have developed community leaders freqn among their ranks rather
infra quently, and the CAP staffs and bowls do not seem to be abie
to fill that void without other assistance such as has been provided
by this project's traine,s.

Also, a number of trainees have been instrumental in interpret.
ing the philosophy and importance of community action to various
groups and interests in their communities and, hence, have secured
greater acceptance and support for the programs.

In a sense, they are performing a public relations Fur -tion
which appears to be useful for changing enc.ronments which. in
many cases, were hostile to the antipoverty pros,ram.

It sums likely that the trainees are able to play this role because
they Lre part of their communities and, unlike CAP directors further.
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more, have little to gain directly, for example, in an economic sense
from the success of community action.

Another result is that the trainees' involvement in -:ommunity
action represents a transfer (perhaps extension is a bette. word) to
the anti-poverty effort of leadership from the union movement,
which has a tremendous need to develop leaders and has evolved the
mechanisms for doing so. This appears to be particularly important
inasmuch as the Region is noted for its relative lack of leadership
at the community level.

Sti'l another contribution made by some of the trainees was the
creation of "frictions" within CAP agencies which produced re-
evaluation of existing ineffective programs. In some cases, the simple
fact of challenging certain programs produced the realization that
they could not be defended and, in some cases, they were replaced
with more effective ones.

As far as can be judged, the impact on the anti-poverty pro-
gram which has already occurred as a result of the project will be
continued, if not intensified in the future.

This is because the trainees apparently have developed deep
commitments to the effort, in addition to having treated situations
which wi'l continue to provide reinforcement for the continance of
such work. For example, having come out strongly and publicly
for community action, it would be difficult for the trainees to "pull
out" or retreat from the pc sitions they have adopted.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and
Recommendations

Obviously the principal means for mhancing the success of a
project of .s type is improvcq.._nt in the procedures used for select-
ing the people to be trained. Those selected should be people who
are most likely to use the training directly and effectively in com-
munity action work.

However, it must be emphasized that the Courcil was faced
with two extremely difficult conditions in the matter of selection of
the trainees.

First, the time interval between the date the project was funded
and the date it officially began amounted to only a few days. Hence,
there was little tune for the Council to screen candidates in any depth
and the selection criteria furnished the Council by the project's staff
were not as precise and detailed as would have been desirable.

The second one was that even apart from the lack of time and
more suitable guidelines for selection, the Council had inadequate
resources to screen candidates :rt depth. This condition, it will be
recalled, was at least somewhat improved later.

However, the existence of faese conditions at the beginning of
the project meant that there had to be a tendency for selection to be
made more on the basis of "who's available)" than "who do we
want?" In fact, in some cases all that was possible was fo: the
principal officers of the state labor federations to request their cen-
tral bodies to produce an assigned number of candidates, thus throw-
ing the selection procedure into the hards of people who knew rela-
tively little about the i ojcct's purposes.

This produced a number of unfavorable results, although we
are unable to describe them in quantity and with precise estimate of
thei" impact on the outcome of the project. Our judgement is that
they did have some negative impact.

First, the selection procedure produced a somewhat uneven
product in the sense that the trainees ranged between two extremes:
exceptionally well qualified for the project, and very poorly quali-
fied.

This placed a great deal of pressure on the design and imple-
mentation of the training. This follows from the prorosition the
more qualified any given set of trainees, the less perfect the train-
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ing has to be to produce results which are judged to be "successful ".
When, however, there is a considerable spread in the qualific.i.

tions of a group that is to be trained the quality of the training be.
comes more important and it must bracket a wider range of sophistic-
ation.

While we believe that the project demonstrated that the hulk of
the group which was selected was effe-Aively trained, decisions about
the natce and level of the training program had to be made very
cautiously. Even so changes in the training were actually mar'e during
the conduct of the four training weeks to throw out what wasn't work-
ing and to strengthen approaches which were.

Other problems stemming from the m.evenness of the quality
produced by the selection procedure are evidenced by the relative
effectiveness of the trainees' community action activities in their
home communities. In some cases the trainees were not the "real"
headers of their locals and central bodies and in a few cases the
trainees lacked experiences gained from holding the more demand-
ing, principal positions in locals and central bodies.

In either case, such individuals lacked the influence within the
labor movement necessary to obtain "back-up" for their work. In
a few of these cases when the top elected officials of the organizations
were not included in the project, but others in their organizations
were, the trainees efforts m mobilize those organizations' guy port for
community action, or work with other groups in the commvnities,
were viewed as political threats by the top leaders.

Needless to say, th.. activiticg of these train :es occasionally
were reversed or made ineffective. And in both these casts, these
trainees lacked the political ski!. necessary for effective commun-
ity action work.

A point which must be taken into account when considering
various selection procedures for a project of this type is that there
is no guarantee that central body delegates are union leaders as the
term is conventionally used. Of course they may be. But more fre-
quent'y central body delegates are t eople whc happen to be inter-
ested in the kind of work normally engaged in by central bodies.

Oftentimes they have not developed the type of leadership (in-
cluding influence) and political skill necei,ary for survival in the
top elected positions in the locals. Thus, while the central body is
the logical focal point for a project which has to do with community
action, considerable care must be taken to fin.' the really well.
qualified people in those organizations.

Then, too, we found that placing considerable re'ian:e on
selection through central bodies may, and did, lead to the exclusion
of powerful labor organizations not affiliated with the central bodies
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While this was not especially problematic in West. Virginia,
which is highly agonized, in certain Appalachian States with relative-
ly few unionists some of the real power of organized labor wasn't
brought to bear because some of the largest locals were unaffiliated
with the central bodies involved in the training project.

This difficulty couldn't have been resolved, however, unless
ways could have been found to include unaffiliated locals in the
central bodies' Economic Opportunity Committees. The solution for
this would have to have been forged within the labor movement.

Although we have stressed the difficulties the selection pro-
ceso created for the conduct of this project there is also a positive as-
pect to this metter.

Even thoi4h the trainees possessed extremely diverse character-
istics, the fact that the project accomplished as much as it did with
this gr(...p is an indication that its design basically was sound.

Furthermore, it is a certain amount of proof that similar efforts
could be extended rather widely within the labor movement with
effectiveness. While it is undoubtedly true that much more could
have been achieved with a homogeneous group of trainees, all with
highly desirable qualities, something significant was achieved in dr.
cumstances which were less than favorable in terms of the projeCt's
probable outcome.

Yet, all in all, the judgment of the project's ste !I is that the
trainee selection procedure was the greatest source of difficulty en.
countered.

At the same time there was no conceivable solution for it given
the time and resources constraints which existed. in turn, this pro-
blem contributed to another one: the lack of commitment to the
goals of the project among a few of those selected as trainees.

Although better sel:ction might have made the problem of
tack of commitment less significant, it could not have eliminated it.
This is because at the beginning of the project there was cons-Aerobia
intensity of feeling against the anti-poverty programs among a small
number of the trainees from the states in the more southern portions
of the Appalachian Region.

This is attributable in part to the persistence of conservative
economic attitudes in that part of the country. But, perhaps to a
atuch greater extent, the anti-poverty programs, and probably other
Federally supported programs as well are viewed as efforts to secure
racial integration.

Consequently, there was a tendency for some trainees to reject
the project out-of-hand, even though they weren't always doing it
consciously. An illustration of this type of problem is provided by
quoting the remarks, somewhat parephrE sed, of one of the trainees
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from the deep South who was recalling the early weeks of the pro.
sect and trying to assess its impact:

Well of course there's been an impact in my erea, but its
not the same as the impacts in the other areas. I think that
the impact was that all of the trainees from my area had
their attitudes about the war cni poverty changed. Speaking
for n.yself, I wasn't prejudiced, I just didn't know. I had
never stopped to consider the lor.g viewpoints on the
whole problem. The war on poverty was what I read in
the aewspapers. It was a giveaway problem, it was Job
Corps, and things like this. The people said it was a Negro
program, and they want nothing to do with it. I didn't
know.

In time, however, this problem began to break down and dis-
appear. The remarks of the same trainee as cited above are instruc-
tive as to the mechanism that was in operation to produce this
result:

It was beneficial putting all of the people together be-
cause we did get to meet and spend four weeks with peo-
ple like (a Negro trainee), and you not only learn different
things, but you /earn to accept these people and know that
they're human beings and that they have feelings. I don't
think that were prejudiced in a way that most people
think of Southerners as being prejudiced. We're just in-
different. Its something we never think about. Then we get
out and meet (a Negro trainee) and (a Negro trainee) and
(a Negro trainee) and they're nice people. You begin to
realize this whereas before you wouldn't even think about
it at all. Maybe I didn't really believe in segregation, may-
be I believed in human rights, but (before the project) I
wouldn't stand up before a group of people and defend
them (the Negroes) and I wouldn't have gone out to 'unch
with one in to city in South Carolina). Now I woubl with
the ones I know because now I know them for what they
are.

Of course, the fact that the racial question now is of little or no
importance among the trainees doesn't mean that racial issues still
are not problematic for the trainees' activities in their communities.

Some of those in the Southern States have reported to us that
the existence of anti-Negro feelings among CAP board me.nbers and
staff members continues to stop the types of projects which offer the
most promise for reducing poverty.

Then, too, k is doubtful if the trainees could take strong
stands against discrimination in those States at the present time
without losing the support of their followers in their union organize.
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Lions. Logically, their first task is to attempt to get the organizations'
rank-and-file to the same position they are on with respect to racial
and community action attitudes.

An additional problem associated with lack of commitment
was that some of the trainees believed that povert:, was the result
of the unwillingness of some people to work, or to use rationally what
incomes they received. And some of them were indifferent to the
poverty issue simply because they weren't aware that it really exist-
ed. Again, however, these trainees tended to lose these characteris-
tics as the project progressed.

Despite these problems, from the outset of the project it was
recognized that training unionists to function as leaders in commun-
ity action efforts, and to relate the union movement to that work,
constituted a rather certain means of contributing to the anti-poverty
effort.

To explain this, let us first state that the success or failure of a
training-action project depends upon the extent to which there is
motivation for the individual to join, continue, and be successful in
the project. In the case of the project, the motivation could have
been the intrinsic value of community action as perceived by the
individual.

Viewed abstractly, there are probably relatively few people
who would oppose in principle the anti-poverty program, including
community action. Yet, working with the poor is not att -leave to
many people, so the abstract value of community action probably
would not constitute a means sufficient to si.stain interest and the
expenditure of effort for die irogram.

In the case of trainees drawn from the labor movement, and in
the case of a project which received the overt encouragement and
leadership of trade union leaders who are widely known and respect-
ed a number of conditions necessary for the success of the project
were established.

First, even though the trainees initially constitre.ed much less
than a homogeneous group (the problems connected with this are
discussed in another section) one important thing they had in com-
mon was their knowledge that they were being trained to represent
organized labor in the anti-poverty effort. They seemed to be ex-
tremely conscious that their successes or failures would reflect on
the entire labor movement, which was of considerable importance
to them.

Therefore, in a sense, they were "on the spot". Viewed as a
whole, they had tremendous pressures to make the project succeed
to the utmost of their abilities.

At the same time, few, if any organizations can energize and
motivate their members to respond to any program or project. Typi.
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tally, organizations exist for certain purposes and possess philosoph-
ies which provide certain constraints on their activities. Although
these are not cowtants, at a certain point they may usually he regard-
ed as such.

In terms of a project such as this, the labor movement .vas al-
most uniquely endowed with characteristics to support the effort in
thht it has long been noted fur its concern for the downtrodden and
those in the lower eche'ons of American Society. Those who are
active in some aspect of unionism almost inevitr , have internalized
the norm of concern Err such people.

Hence, the endorsement and overt support of the project by
labor constituted a pressure of the movement upon some of the
more dedicated of its members to live up to the standards to which
they subscribed.

In addition, but related, although the trainees came from dif-
ferent states, were racially mixed, held a wide variety of positions
and statuses in their labor organizations, were of different ages, had
mixed educational backgrounds, and 1:,;:ialy held considerably dif-
ferent attitudes toward sc:ial problems, over the course of the pro-
ject they became a group which adopted a -success in commu: ity
action'. norm of its own which placed still further pressure on its
members to act in certain ways.

It appears logical to attribute the evolution of the group quality
to a combination of labor's endorsement of the project, the pro.
ject's consistency with labor's more deeply held values, and the
trainees selection as labor's representatives.

Still another factor operating to the benefit of the project's
success was 6.1 fact that in addition to the field support provided by
the project's staff, the trainees received considerable ongoing sup-
port and encouragement from their central bodies, state federations
and other union organizations.

Of course, the extent of such support and encouragement var-
ied from state to state in proportion to the strength and influ-
ence of each state's labor federation. And along with this variation
there was an evident variation in the extent and quality of the train-
ees' community action efforts.

For example, the trainees from Ohio and West Virginia, the
states with the stronger labor movements, tended to be mote ef-
fective than the trainees from th states in the deep South, where
the strength of labor is as yet comparatively weak. However, the
trainees from all of the states were supported by their state federa
tions central bodies and other union organiza.tions.

Therefore, the training was provided to people who clearly
were "structured- to respond to it. The "structure'. had four com-
ponents: labor leaders' endorsement and support for the project;
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the consistency of labor's goals with the goals of the project; the
evolution of the trainees from more-or-less of an aggregation to a
cohesive group based on the value or the project and its success; and,
the continuing support and encouragement provided on an almost
day-to-day basis by the labor Arovement and the project's field staff.

That the confluence of these factors either existed or could be
made to exist was recognized in the design of this project. Yet what-
ever success this project had or will have cannot be attributed solely
to the design of the project.

This project was designed with reference to the nature of the
labor movement and that important part of its structure which is
embodied in it which is conducive to unionists receptivity of an ef-
fort of this kind.

While there are certain general principles built into the project,
it would not have had the same results as it has had if attempted
witL another group or organization outside of organized labor.

Training and education projects will be more or less successful
insofar as they are designed with reference to the "structure" which
will support or oppose them. And, their success will vary in pro.
portion to the extent to which a structure exists which may be used
to support and sustain the training and education.

At this point a caveat is entered. It has been recognized For
some time that a semblance of a structure such as that discussed here
can be created with certain instructional techniques, such as group
discussion, laboratory type training, experiencial training, and the
like.

However, research has revealed that, ceteris paribus, people
undergoing such training will tend to revert to the behavior con-
4istent with their environment following their training/education
experiences i.e. usually their pre-training/education behavior.

Thus, in the absence of continuing training/education programs
which alter people's attitudes, knowledge, and environments, a mon-
umental task in most instances, the most powerful programs will be
those which are based on a conciliation of deeply-held values, organi-
zational norms, and ongoing support of behavior which may or may
not be traditional but is consistent with those values and norms.

Based on the results of this project and other experiences, we
reached four conclusions about the educational approach which ;8
most effective for adult training and education:

( I) training and education which are re'ated to specific
action are likely to be more effective than training
for general purposes, defining "effective.' either in
terms of measurable results of a "desirable'. nature
or results of any nature;
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(2) training and education, to be followed by action, ac-
companied by "follow-up" both by the project staff
in the field and the group being trained at the
training sites, are likely to be more effective than
projects which give people ideas and attitudes and
then leave them to find their own pathway;

(3) training and education projects offered in the con-
te.tt of relatively permanent group reinforcement
arqd support are likely to be more effective than pro-
jects which Pre. based an "group" techniques offer-
ed to peoplz who in reality are collections of in-
dividvals or aggregates;

(4) training and education projects based on deeply
held values which previously have been afforded
little opportunity for expression are likely to be
more effective in a behavioral sense than those bas-
ed on values which have been relatively more
realized.

One additional observation is that the effectiveness of traininr
for "action" does not nece:aarily rest on having all the "answers"
built into the training clan from the beginning of the project. There
are two reasons for this.

One is that if "feedback" is built into the project, the project's
leaders can take corrective measures as experiences accumulate.
The other is that if in fact action follows the training the trainees
will tend to adjust their behavior from that which produces failure to
that which produces success, although there is a limit to which the
frustrations produced by failure will lead to altered approaches and
continued action efforts.

Furthermore. experiences gained during this project support
the conclusion that training-action projects do not have to include
theoretical explanations of the problems which the action is intend-
ed to correct although the project's designers must have that know-
ledge.

People do not have to know why society is as it is to correct
social problems. They do have to know what social conditions they
prefer and what attempts to produce them are likely to be most
successful. The extent of attention devoted to explaining why can
be limited to the need to help people d'acover what they prefer com-
pared to the existing rude or affairs.

Obviously the re? evr nce of this point is limited to action pro-
jects which rest upor. a set of value judgments, and which are of-
tered to people who are likely to concur with those judgments From
the beginning or wit% some help in relating the project's judgments
to their own beliefs.
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In the judgment of the staff, this project was fairly successful
in terms of the goals at which it was aimed - providing more exten-
sive support and leadership for community action in the Appalachian
Region.

Furthermore, we believe that labor's future role in community
action i.. the Region will continue, and perhaps increase, even if the
present Federally-supported programs were to be discontinued. How-
ever, ase believe the project could have been somewhat more success-
ful than 4 was if two additional changes could have been made.

First, more field staff members were needed both by the Uni-
versity and the AFL-CIO Appalachian Council. The addition of
five to eight more people would have produced benefits vastly in
excess of the added cost.

As it was, the three project associates and the Council's coor-
dinator had too many people to assist in addition to the excessive
travel costs (measured both in terms of actual dollar expenc.rures
and lost time) necessary to reach them.

Second, the project could have been somewhat more successful
if representatives of the poor could have been included in the train-
ing along with the unionists. This would have produced an important
result.

This is that the two groups could have had an opportunity to
learn to communicate and work together, with obvious benefits for
both parties. In an effort to provide for this in the future on at least
a demonstration basis, the Institute for Labor Studies has filed a
proposal with the Office of Economic Oppoiii..lity to train a limited
number of representatives of the poor who are serving on CAP gov-
erning boards. If this proposal is funded, an effort will be made to
link, in some way, the representatives of the poor with the labor
trainees.

It seems obvious that the training project reported in this
document has set the stage to reach a greatly expanded number of
unionists to enlist their commitment and energies for community
action and the war on poverty.

At the present time the project we have been describing and
analyzing has been refunded and will continue until June 1, 19(.8.
The project has been redesigned and will be based on a less intense.
non-residential series of week-end conferences and other activities
with the goal of attempting to reach 1200 additional unionists in
Appalachia.

Thus, utilizing the assistance of the original trainees, an effort
will be made to capitalize cn the gains made during the first months
of the project. If present plans materialize, labor's community action
work in this Region will be greatly multiplied.
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Finally, although this project has been expensive, adding up to

over $2500 per trainee, consideration should be given to its replica.
tion in other problem regions in the Unified States through universities
in those . reas.

This suggestion is based on the premise that if more labor

era can participate in a project such as this on a national basis, I
net effect may well be to multiply labor's concern and involvement
in community action disproportionate to the add:tional numbers of
trainees. Therefore, funding additional projects could prove to be
a highly productive investment.
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